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THE EFFECT OF COMBINED BONY DEFECTS ON THE ANTERIOR STABILITY 
OF THE GLENOHUMERAL JOINT AND IMPLICATIONS FOR SURGICAL 
REPAIR 
 
PIYUSH WALIA 
ABSTRACT 
The combined defects of the glenoid and humeral head defects are often 
associated with recurrent anterior instability. Past studies have only investigated the 
effects of isolated humeral head or glenoid defects. A cadaveric model was developed to 
investigate the effect of combined defects. Moreover, two different finite element models 
were developed to validate against the experimental data. It was hypothesized that 
combination of smaller sizes of the two defects would reduce the glenohumeral joint’s 
stability. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that the instability due to humeral head defect 
will be dependent on the arm position but this won’t be the case for the glenoid defect. 
Also, it was believed that both specimen-specific and population-based models would 
validate against the experimental data. Different sets of simulation were run with both 
isolated and combined defects to analyze the reaction forces and calculate distance to 
dislocation. The experiments were performed with displacement control under a 50N 
compressive load. The results from the study predicted a statistical model that explained 
the direct correlation between the anterior stability of glenohumeral joint and the size of 
the defect. It was found that with the increase in size of the defect, the distance to 
dislocation decreased. It was determined that a combination of 10% glenoid defect with a 
19% humeral head defect resulted in lower stability (p<0.05) than that of an isolated 20% 
glenoid defect. Results from finite element analysis showed that both specimen-specific 
and population-based models were similar to cadaveric model. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
1.1 Background 
The shoulder is the largest joint in the human body with such a wide range of 
motion. Any injury to the shoulder can cause pain, dislocation, and even diminished 
range of motion.1–3 The issue of shoulder injuries leading to joint subluxation and 
dislocation has become a major concern2,4,5. In 2006, 5% of adults in the United States 
between the ages of 18 and 44 years complained of shoulder pain within the last 30 days 
of being questioned.5–7 The incidence of the shoulder dislocation is double than general 
population for athletes and military personnel.8 Moreover, shoulder stabilization was the 
fourth most common procedure performed on players at the NFL Scouting Combine 
(4.7%) from 1987 to 2000.8 Shoulder injuries are common in younger athletes, as a recent 
study reported that ice hockey players between the ages of 9 and 18 years represented 
half of all players who got injured from 1990 through 2006.9 Shoulder 
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and upper arm injuries represented 13.8% among all other injuries in these players.9 There 
have been multiple cases of sports injuries resulting in end-of-career scenarios for athletes 
due to prolonged injury leading to loss of functionality. Shoulder pain accounts for more 
than 25% of joint-related pain reported by all age groups.10–12 Such shoulder pain may 
result from glenohumeral instability and is often successfully treated with a soft-tissue 
surgical repair alone. However, in the presence of an osseous defect, any shoulder repair 
has a significantly higher rate of failure.13–16 Improper techniques to restore shoulder 
stability may lead to dysfunction, pain, and increased risk of re-injury. The repeated failure 
of shoulder stabilization can also lead to early development of osteoarthritis.84  
1.2 Anatomy of the Shoulder 
The shoulder is one of the most flexible joint in the human body. The shoulder is 
comprised of different bones, joints, ligaments and capsule.17,18 The 4 different joints of a 
shoulder complex are Scapulothoracic joint, Sternoclavicular joint, Acromioclavicular 
joint and Glenohumeral Joint (Figure 1).19–21 It is because of these different joints the 
shoulder has a wide range of motion. Various bones associated with this joint are scapula, 
humerus, and clavicle. Other musculature components include scapular ligaments, and 
glenohumeral capsule. In addition, the main ligaments of the shoulder are Glenohumeral 
ligaments, Coraco-acromial ligament, and Coraco-clavicular ligaments. The 
glenohumeral ligaments (GHL) are three ligaments on the anterior side of the 
glenohumeral joint that attaches between the glenoid of the scapula and the head of the 
humerus.22–24 The glenohumeral joint contributes to the majority of motion and stability 
of the joint. The joint maintains its stability by various different mechanisms, which is 
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important for joint function. This unique joint in our body enables us to perform various 
athletic activities such as baseball pitching, wrestling, skiing, and tennis.  
 
Figure 1. List of Various Shoulder Joints 
The different joints of the shoulder are (A) Glenohumeral joint; (B) 
Acromioclavicular joint; (C) Sternoclavicular joint; (D) Scapulothoracic joint; (E) 
Coracoid process. 
 
Different ligaments, muscles, tendons, and other components of the glenohumeral 
joint play an important role in the stability of the shoulder. The concavity compression 
effect helps provide more stability to the joint.25,17 This effect can be explained as when 
the convex humeral head exerts pressure centered towards the concave glenoid; the 
concavity of the glenoid increases, hence, producing a stabilizing effect. The labrum at 
the glenoid fossa also enforces stability of the joint, as it increases the depth of the 
glenoid concavity and increases the surface area of contact.  
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One of the factors for instability is the shallowness of the glenoid fossa. In 
addition, the glenoid has a smaller surface area than the humeral head, which affects the 
stability. The glenohumeral joint’s stability worsens with the occurrence of lesions in 
either of the humerus, the glenoid or the labrum, which increases the probability of 
anterior dislocation, which is discussed in Section 1.3.26–28 
1.2.1 Scapula 
Scapula is a “thin and large triangle-shaped bone situated on the posterolateral 
aspect of the thorax”, overlying ribs that serves as a point of attachment for different 
muscles (Figure 2).17 It includes some soft tissues which provide little cushioning to 
avoid damage that may lead to the fractures through indirect trauma.29 The base of the 
acromion is formed by the superior and lateral extension of the supraspinatus muscle 
which is separated from infraspinatus by the superior process or spine.21 The acromion 
serves as the function of the lever arm of the deltoid which articulates with the distal end 
of the clavicle.17,30 The acromion forms the roof surface for the rotator cuff, any 
variations in the acromial surface can cause wear of the rotator cuff causing 
impingements.17,31 These types of impingements are most commonly seen in the 
overhead athletes due to repeated movements.32 The role of the scapula is to act as a 
linkage between the proximal and distal parts of the body. It also provides the motion 
along the thoracic wall.21 
1.2.2 Humerus 
The humerus is the longest bone in the upper extremity of human body, whose 
head is similar to shape of a half spheroid (Figure 2).17,33,34 The head of the humerus is 
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inclined with the shaft of the bone at an angle of about 130° at the anatomical neck and 
has a retroversion angle of 26° to 31° from the medial and lateral epicondylar plane.33 
The humeral head is considered to have more surface area of contact as compared to 
glenoid fossa.35 This mismatch in surface area can sometimes be the reason for 
instability. During contact sports, sometimes the substantial force acting on the shoulder 
can lead to the glenohumeral joint’s dislocation. It can happen with or without the 
possibility of fracture at proximal humeral head. The defect in the upper tuberosity of the 
humerus is called the Hill-Sachs lesion. The problem of the humerus fracture increase 
with age after 40 years due to the osteoporosis. 
1.2.3 Glenohumeral Joint 
The glenohumeral joint consists of a concave glenoid fossa of the scapula and an 
ovoid shaped humeral head (Figure 2). This joint is considered to be similar to a golf ball 
and a tee or ball- socket joint. Many static and dynamic stabilizers provide stability of the 
shoulder for the whole range of motion. The static stabilizer of the glenohumeral joint 
include glenohumeral ligaments, negative intra-articular suction, articular geometry and 
the glenoid labrum, which is the fibro-cartilaginous rim attached around the margin of the 
glenoid cavity.17,25,36 The dynamic stabilizers are the muscles and tendons of the rotator 
cuff (Figure 3).17,31 The glenohumeral ligaments, which are one of the stabilizers, play an 
important role in the glenohumeral stability. The functions of the ligaments have been 
explained by Turkel et al., who suggested that the shoulder at 0 abduction maintains 
stability due to the subscapularis muscle; at 45 abduction the subscapularis, middle 
glenohumeral ligament and the anterosuperior fibers of the inferior glenohumeral 
ligament provide stability.31 At about 90 of abduction during the external rotation of the 
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shoulder, the inferior glenohumeral ligament prevents dislocation.17,31 These all 
components contribute to the overall stabilization of the shoulder in static and dynamic 
loading. The glenohumeral joint is largely mobile despite its mismatch between the 
articular surface of the humeral head and glenoid; the humerus being larger.37–40  
 
Figure 2. Bones of the Shoulder 
Humerus, Scaupla, and Clavicle are bones of the shoulder segmented from a CT 
image. 
 
Approximately 20-30% of the surface area of the humeral head is in contact with 
the glenoid fossa at any given time.17,41 In the glenohumeral joint, the humeral head is 
precisely constrained within 1-2 mm of the center of the glenoid during the rotation and 
arc of motion.17,24 The muscle forces acting on the humerus produces concavity 
compression effects directed towards the glenoid center. The stabilizing effect due to 
concavity compression is described to be an important stabilization principle for the 
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glenohumeral joint.25 Lippitt et al. also explained the other stabilizing mechanism of the 
joint and they called it scapulohumeral balance.25 They described this principal as 
balancing act involving a large round ball and seal, stating that the “seal position a ball on 
its nose so that the weight of the ball stay in line with nose”.25 Similarly, the humeral 
head is balanced in the glenoid if the net joint reaction forces passes through the glenoid 
fossa. Whenever there is abnormality or change in the bony anatomy of the glenohumeral 
joint due to injury or trauma, the shoulder’s instability can be seen.  
 
Figure 3. Rotator Cuff Muscle of the Glenohumeral Joint 
 This figure shows various components of the glenohumeral joint and describes the 
tendons of the rotator cuff muscle. The various tendons are Supraspinatus, 
Subscapularis, Teres minor, and Infraspinatus (adapted from NIH website). 
 
Another part of the glenohumeral joint is the glenoid labrum (Figure 4); it is the 
fibrocartilage ring that is present on the circumference of the glenoid fossa.35,38,42 The 
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labrum cartilage is comprised of collagen fibers layers, which provides cushioning and 
stabilization effect.10 In addition, the labrum tends to increase the extent of the 
conforming articular surface, which further increases the area of contact, providing 
stability to the joint.17 Cartilage allows the smooth frictionless rotation between the 
glenoid and humeral head.25 One of the important roles of the labrum is that it increases 
the depth of the glenoid in the anteroposterior from 2.5 to 5 mm and in the superior-
inferior plane concavity is deepened by 9 mm. The glenohumeral ligamentous is attached 
to fibrocartilagious ring.42,43 
The deltoid muscle is also an important component of the shoulder and being the 
largest muscle in this region, it converges to humerus shaft and covers a majority of the 
proximal portion of the humerus.37,44,45 This muscle has a large cross-sectional area and 
contributes to largest movement to the arm during elevation.21,29,44 Rotator cuff, a muscle 
that helps the arm to move in the space, these are located below the deltoid muscle. 
Rotator cuff comprises of four muscles, which are the subscapularis, the supraspinatus, 
the infraspinatus, and the teres minor.17,21 The subscapularis is the most powerful rotator 
cuff muscle. Additionally, the rotator cuff provides stability to the shoulder through the 
mechanisms of joint compression and coordinated contraction of the rotator cuff.  
1.2.4 Glenohumeral Capsule 
The glenohumeral capsule permits the unrestricted movement of the 
glenohumeral joint while keeping it stable, which is strengthened by the rotator cuff and 
other glenohumeral ligaments.22,36,46 The capsule is a specialized space which includes 
the superior glenohumeral ligament, the middle glenohumeral ligament, the anterior band 
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of the inferior glenohumeral ligament and the posterior band of the inferior glenohumeral 
joint.22,23 The capsule has a large surface area, about twice the surface area of the humeral 
head. “The anterior of the capsule has distinct thickenings called glenohumeral 
ligaments” (Figure 4).47 These ligaments act as the static stabilizer for the glenohumeral 
joint.10,12,18 The study by O‟Brien et al. also stated that earlier the ligaments were 
considered as thickening in the glenohumeral joint capsule but now they are proven to 
play an important role in the glenohumeral joint‟s stability.18 Recently, the 
coracohumeral ligament has been discovered to have a greater surface area than the 
superior glenohumeral ligament, and coracohumeral ligament has more strength and 
loading capacity.17,43 In conclusion, they all are equally important in glenohumeral joint.  
 
Figure 4. Tendons and Ligaments of the Shoulder 
This figure describes the list of various ligaments and tendons of the glenohumeral 
joint. Also shown are the four main ligaments associated with the glenohumeral 
capsule.47  
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Moreover, superior glenohumeral and coracohumeral ligaments act 
simultaneously to limit the inferior translation and the external rotation in an adducted 
arm.31,48 The coracohumeral ligament is parallel to the superior glenohumeral ligament 
that helps in restricting the translation movement. When the arm is adducted, the middle 
glenohumeral ligament limits the external rotation and inferior translation and also limits 
the anterior translation with arm abducted at 45° having external rotation.18 However, the 
inferior glenohumeral ligament has the function of static stabilizer when the arm is 
rotated externally and abducted to 45° to 90°. Some other important functions of the 
capsule are support for the synovial membrane, act as a restraint, and provide an 
extension of periarticular tendon insertions.36 The Figure 4 shows the various components 
and ligaments of the shoulder joint complex.   
1.3 Bone Injuries of the Shoulder and their Management 
The primary drawback associated with large range of motion of the glenohumeral 
joint is its tendency to become pathologically unstable. An injury of rotator cuff, labrum, 
and bone can result due to trauma from a fall or impact while participating in sports. In 
the United States, approximately 1.7% of the general population experiences anterior 
shoulder dislocation.49 The incidence of dislocation is higher in athletes and military 
personals. This has been reported to be nearly 4-5% by Owens et al2 Such a high rate of 
dislocations among general population and athletes is a matter of concern for orthopaedic 
and sports medicine. Insufficient knowledge about treatment options is due to a lack of 
research on joint stability and repair procedures to restore stability. Thus, there is a need 
for further research studies addressing shoulder instability.32,50 
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Multiple studies report a variable incidence for the presence of combined bone 
defects as 19% - 63%.51–54 A study by Rowe et al.52 found that there has been nearly 76% 
of cases of shoulder dislocation with Hill-Sachs defect, 84% with the Bony Bankart 
lesion and 31% had both Bony Bankart and Hill-Sachs defect. Another study by Flinkkia 
et al.55 found that the incidence of recurrent instability for 182 patients from their study 
was approximately 19%. Recent research has focused on predicting the effect of the Bony 
Bankart lesion and the Hill-Sachs defect on glenohumeral joint’s instability. Some studies 
by authors like Itoi et al., Iannotti et al., Sekiya et al. and Kaar et al. have shown the 
adverse effects of lesions on the stability of glenohumeral joint.16,27,28,56,57 Also, an 
inverse relationship has been found between the distance to dislocation/stability and size 
of the defect. There have been many controversies regarding treatment options for the 
shoulder defects, due to limited data. While, some studies have begun to answer 
fundamental questions for situations where an isolated defect is present, it is most 
common to have a defect on both the humeral head and glenoid.58 No study has yet 
evaluated the effects of the glenohumeral joint’s stability due to the presence of both Hill-
Sachs and Bony Bankart lesion simultaneously. Many authors have commented that 
glenohumeral stability will decrease if both the lesions are present together.3.16,28 
Studying the effects of combined defects in glenohumeral joint will help us better 
understand the shoulder stability. Furthermore, research will help gain information about 
better surgical techniques and treatment options for different lesions present in the joint. 
1.3.1 Bony Injuries of the Shoulder Joint 
A shoulder dislocation event can lead to either a rotator cuff tear or a capsular 
tear.37,59 These soft tissue tears can sometimes accompany a micro fracture of the bone. 
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Repeated episodes of the subluxation can predispose the micro fractures of the bone in to 
bony defect (bone loss).60–62 Furthermore, during an acute injury, a compression fracture 
can occur in the bony surface of the glenoid or humeral head. The two common bony 
defects leading to glenohumeral instability are the Hill-Sachs lesion and Bony Bankart 
lesion.13,63,64 The Hill-Sachs defect (HSD) is a grooved defect with loss of bone from the 
upper tuberosity of the humeral head, described by Hill and Sach in 1940 (Figure 5).65 
Whereas, a Bony Bankart lesion (BD) is the loss of bone at the glenoid rim as shown in 
Figure 6 below.  
 
Figure 5. Hill-Sachs Defect 
The bone-loss from the superior-posterior aspect of the humeral head is called the 
Hill-Sachs defect (shown in black). 
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Treatment for both of these types of lesions may require repair of the bone defect 
or even total shoulder replacement, depending upon the size and nature of the 
defect.4,15,20,66,67 The most common method for the treatment is isolated soft tissue repair, 
where bone defects are left untreated.1,68–70 This is due to the fact that little evidence 
based guidelines for the treatment of bony defects exists. Surgeries addressing the bone 
defects are tedious and time consuming. Therefore, further data is needed to convince the 
surgeon to perform open surgery instead of soft tissue repair. 
 
Figure 6. Bony-Bankart Defect 
The bone loss from the anterior aspect of the glenoid shown in black. 
 
1.3.2 Combined Bone Defects of the Shoulder Joint 
Previous studies have only investigated the effect of isolated glenoid or humeral 
head defects of the glenohumeral joint. It has been shown that a glenoid defect >25% of 
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glenoid width needs to be surgically repaired via an open procedure.15,28 However, it is still 
unknown how to define the size of a humeral head defect (Hill-Sachs defect) considered to 
be “significant” and thus requiring surgical repair. Part of the reason for this may be the 
lack of knowledge about how different sized humeral defects can “engage” with the 
anterior glenoid.  
A trauma event leading to a dislocation most commonly results in a bone defect of 
either the glenoid or humeral head. The defect can increase in size with each dislocation 
even after a soft tissue repair. Recently, a study by Burkhart et al. established the concept 
of “engagement” of humeral head defects with the glenoid rim during external rotation.3,13 
If the defect is left untreated, a redislocation event can cause an additional defect to form 
on the opposing bone, resulting in a combined defect to the shoulder. There have been few 
reports that signify the presence of both glenoid and humeral head defects together leads 
to failure of arthroscopic and/or open procedures.5,51,53,71,72 Some studies have shown that 
the combined defects are present between the ranges of 57%-63% for recurrent dislocation 
cases.  
Defining the repair threshold will allow a surgeon to make an evidence-based 
decision on whether or not to augment a soft-tissue reconstruction with an osseous repair 
for the glenoid or humeral head. The most common augmentation approach for osseous 
defect include Latarjet repair (coracoid bone graft) for the glenoid and osteochondral graft 
filling or Remplissage procedure (filling of the humeral defect cavity with infraspinatus 
tendon) for humeral head defects. When appropriately indicated, repairing the osseous 
defect will improve patient outcomes by restoring shoulder functionality and by 
eliminating or reducing the need for revision surgeries, thereby reducing surgical risks and 
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health care costs. However, when the defect is not significant, avoiding an unnecessary 
osseous repair will reduce morbidity and operating time, again reducing health care costs. 
The proposed work will enable us to develop a predictive model that will take into account 
isolated and combined glenohumeral defects, as well as help predict which stabilization 
technique will work best for a particular injury.  
1.3.3 Instability of the Glenohumeral Joint 
Instability of the shoulder is described as a condition, which can lead to recurrent 
dislocation of the shoulder4,52. It is believed that the glenohumeral joint’s instability is 
primarily a result of two factors. First, is the natural anatomy of the glenohumeral joint, 
which has a great mismatch between the articular surface of humeral head and glenoid; 
the humeral head being larger.17 The glenoid fossa’s shallowness also contributes to 
instability and the glenoid’s smaller surface area of contact leads to abnormalities.4,17,31,73 
The second factor is injury due to trauma. The reasons for trauma can be a direct fall on 
the shoulder or a sports related injury. The other reasons described by Bigliani et al. for 
the occurrence of the shoulder’s instability are the laxity of the rotator cuff muscle; 
defects in the connective tissues and repeated injury leading to the chronic disorders.4 
Repeated dislocation due to unsuccessful surgery can also lead to osteoarthritis.  
Rowe et al. have put a lot of effort into explaining defects like the Bony Bankart 
lesion and the Hill-Sachs lesion; these lesions contribute to the anterior dislocation of the 
shoulder.52 Furthermore it has been explained that, due to the repeated injury in the 
glenohumeral joint, a person can become more susceptible to recurrent dislocations. This 
may limit the movement of the shoulder to a greater extent.1, 5,51,52,57 
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With the Hill-Sachs lesion, the convexity of the humeral head is lost and thus the 
humeral head is not able to compress the concave glenoid to achieve the concavity 
compression effect for stabilizing the glenohumeral joint.25,40 Many authors have tried to 
explain through cadaveric studies that a single defect in either the glenoid or the humeral 
head will lead to a decrease in the stability ratio (joint reaction force/compressive load) of 
the glenohumeral joint and the distance to dislocation decreases with an increase in the 
size of the defect.14,25,28 Importance of studying the combined defects has been stressed in 
the past.57,58 Additionally, Chaipat et al. showed through the magnetic resonance imaging 
technique that the traumatic anterior dislocation could result in the tearing of the anterior 
inferior labrum and even loss of the bony structure from the anterior inferior portion of 
the glenoid rim.74 
1.3.4 Treatment Strategies 
Treatment for both of these types of bony defects may require repair of the bone 
defect or even total shoulder replacement, depending upon the size and nature of the 
defect.13,57,67,75 However, the most common method for the treatment is isolated soft 
tissue repair, where bone defects are left untreated. This is because little evidence based 
guidelines for the treatment of bony defects. Surgeries are tedious, time consuming, and 
contains the risk for comorbidities. Therefore, further data is needed to estimate the 
correct threshold for combined defects where a bone defect needs to be fixed along with a 
soft tissue augmentation. This information will then be helpful to convince surgeons to 
perform surgery to restore articular surface instead of tissue repair bone alone.  
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The most common treatment for an initial dislocation is arthroscopic soft-tissue 
stabilization. Some reports have shown higher failure rates of soft-tissue stabilization 
among athletes for recurrent dislocation cases. Burkhart et al. have also documented that 
for athletes in contact sports, the rate of failure of arthroscopic Bankart repairs are 
significantly higher with large bone defects (89% recurrence rate).13 Studying the 
relationship between the size of the defect and a potential treatment option is very 
important and has the potential to save time, recurrent pain, and costs, among other 
factors. In the past, the rate of recurrent dislocations has been found to increase with the 
presence of bony defects, which also increases the size of subsequent defects. Some 
studies suggest that in some cases of recurrent dislocation, an open procedure might be a 
more appropriate option than an arthroscopic procedure.  
Presently, few studies have investigated the impact of the size of an isolated 
defect size (either glenoid or humeral head defect) on anterior stability.15,16,28 It is now 
known that isolated glenoid defect sizes >21% of the glenoid height will need to be 
treated with an open surgical procedure.15,28 Other studies have described that a 
“significant” humeral head defect can lower the anterior stability of the shoulder and may 
need to be repaired. However, no study has investigated the impact of the combined bony 
Bankart and Hill-Sachs defects on shoulder stability. Literature data is insufficient to 
make any recommendations for surgical decision-making regarding a successful 
intervention.  
The most common surgical procedure performed by clinicians for a significant 
individual glenoid defect is the Latarjet procedure. This technique, introduced by 
Professor Latarjet in the 1950s, involves the transfer of the coracoid process to the 
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anterior glenoid to restore the articular geometry.13 The extension of the glenoid articular 
arc is achieved with the coracoid bone graft, and the sling effect of the conjoined tendon 
provides stability. A study by Burkhart and De Beer suggested that it is better to perform 
an open Latarjet procedure for patients with significant amount of glenoid bone loss.13 
The failure rate of arthroscopic repair was 67% in the same study for patients with 
significant glenoid bone loss and other studies reports the failure rate to be ranging 
between 4-67%.68,70 So, few studies have investigated the gain in stability after a Latarjet 
repair for isolated glenoid defects and show a significant increase in stability.  
However, a significant humeral head defect can also cause failure of the surgical 
intervention due to engagement of the humeral head with the glenoid rim.75 The 
restoration of humeral head articular geometry is important in the case of significant bone 
loss. One of the most common procedure for fixation of humeral defects is filling the 
defect with a bone graft or a hemi cap implant.57,75 Another common procedure for fixing 
the humeral head defects is Remplissage repair. This procedure involves filling of a Hill-
Sachs defect by arthroscopic posterior capsulodesis and infraspinatus tenodesis into the 
defect. A recent biomechanical study has shown that the Remplissage procedure help in 
increasing the joint stiffness, but result in reduced range of motion.56 Since 2007, many 
surgeons use Instability Shoulder Index Score (ISIS) to predict the success of isolated 
arthroscopic Bankart repair for recurrent anterior instability cases.76,77 ISIS is a 10-point 
score, which is dependent on the following six factors: age (≤20 = 2-points), contact 
sports (Yes=1-points), competitive scores (Yes=2-points), shoulder hyperlaxity (Yes=1-
points), Loss of glenoid contour on anteroposterior radiograph (Yes=2-points), and Hill-
Sachs lesion visible on external rotation (Yes=2-points). So, a score greater than 6 is 
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considered to have a 70% risk for recurrence of dislocation and supplemental surgical 
procedures like open-Latarjet is suggested. A recent study also showed that ISIS 
measurements are highly reliable and supported the clinical use of the ISIS for traumatic 
anterior instability.76 However, no present study has yet described the treatment strategy 
or guidelines for shoulder anterior instability depending on the size of combined defects. 
Studying the impact of gain in joint stability due to a Latarjet restoration in a setting of 
combined defects will provide more information. 
1.4 Significance of Biomechanical Testing and Finite Element Analysis  
Use of cadaveric and computational models facilitate the investigation of various 
parameters like joint’s stability, kinematics, joint forces, and efficacy of surgical repairs. 
In past, various studies have been used to test different joints like knee, hip, spine and 
shoulder. Many a time a 6 degree-of-freedom (dof) robotic testing setup is utilized to 
investigate biomechanics of a joint. Other times, a few investigators have developed their 
own custom testing apparatus to perform biomechanical testing.  
In past, the shoulder biomechanics and instability have been studied through 
many different cadaveric models.15,16,27 A study by Lippitt et al. showed that the labrum 
provide significant stability to the shoulder joint.25 Many other investigators have utilized 
cadaveric models to investigate the effect of bony defects of the glenoid and humeral 
head in isolation. One previous study showed that anterior-inferior defect of the glenoid 
greater than 21% of its width can significantly reduce the shoulder stability and these 
defects may requires augmentation.15 Similar to this study, other cadaveric study for the 
isolated humeral head defects showed that humeral defects greater than 31% of its 
diameter will cause instability and may require filling of the defect along with soft tissue 
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augmentation.16 Hence, it is now known that what size of defects in isolation needs 
surgical augmentation. Although, these defects are studied in isolation but for most cases 
of recurrent dislocation theses are found to be present together. A recent study by our 
group was the first to show that combined defects have an increased instability effect.78  
In addition to cadaveric models, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) has been an 
important tool in the field of biomechanics and orthopedics.14,46,79,80 It has many useful 
applications for researchers, in particular the study of joint mechanics, tissue modeling 
and prosthetic engineering. The flexibility and lower cost for the FEA have led to its 
popularity in the field of biomechanics. With the advancement of the computing 
technology, FEA also have seen a widespread in the bioengineering industry. Richmond 
et al. took an effort to explain that FEA has derived from the mathematical models made 
in the past.81 FEA software uses a numerical method solver based on applications and 
mathematical models made in the past. This type of computational analysis has many 
advantages over testing models mechanically. Mechanical testing requires more time and 
investment as lot of cost is involved with animal study and human specimens. The testing 
of specimens requires separate fixture and equipment, adding to the cost and time 
associated with a particular experiment.  
The flexibility of the FEA allows the user to perform experiment under different 
conditions and with multiple material properties. FEA has also been used to test the 
interaction between bone and prosthesis, understand joint motion mechanics, stress and 
strain calculation for tissues and tendon.25, 50, 66 Furthermore, FEA can be a tool for pre-
clinical testing of the implant device for interaction with the body, which allows 
researchers to obtain knowledge about the biomechanics of the musculoskeletal joint of 
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intrest.50 The analysis can be done non-invasively to know the characteristics of the bone 
prosthesis to be implanted before the operation. Another, advantage of FEA is that patient-
specific model can be generated from the MRI and CT images and the material properties 
are selected accordingly from the previous literature data. From the images, we can get 
exact dimensions about geometry of the specimen of interest. In future, the patient-specific 
modeling may help to improve surgery outcomes. However, it is unknown if there is a need 
for specimen-specific modelling for determining the repair thresholds for the shoulder’s 
bone defect’s. 
Previous studies of FE model of the glenohumeral joint have tried to analyze the 
effects of the glenohumeral capsule and ligaments on the stability of the shoulder. Only 
our past study have looked at the bone defects in the glenohumeral joint in a FE model.15, 
18, 23 Moreover, some studies analyzed the kinematics of the glenohumeral joint after the 
total shoulder arthroplasty. A few studies have analyzed the strain in the glenohumeral 
capsule through FEA.9, 23, 45, 69 For our study we chose to analyze the effects of isolated 
and combined bone defects for a wide range of motion envelop with the help of finite 
element modeling. In addition, we plan to evaluate the variation seen in specimen-
specific models of the glenohumeral joint. 
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Figure 7. Concavity Depth and FE Model Illustration 
Concavity Depth of the glenoid fossa calculated on a CT image in anterior-
posterior direction (A), and representation of FE model with the compressive force 
applied in a medial direction and translation direction of anterior-inferior.  
 
The most common outcome variable reported for shoulder biomechanical studies 
are stability ratio (SR), distance to dislocation (DTD), percent intact translation (%IT), 
and peak reaction force. Both SR and DTD measure of shoulder instability, but each 
variable has a different clinical significance. SR is clinically relevant because it is the 
maximum force required to dislocate the shoulder; DTD is the distance traveled by the 
humerus before it dislocates, which it is hard to measure clinically. In biomechanical 
studies, however, it is important to report both these outcome variables because SR is 
more susceptible from experimental error from positioning of the specimen. The DTD 
can also be described as the distance between the starting point of the translation and the 
point at which the reaction force (in the direction of translation) becomes zero. 
Additionally, this point is the most medial point of the medial lateral displacement curve 
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(see Appendix I: Determining the Point of Dislocation). The DTD for each condition was 
then normalized with respect to intact (no defect) condition, which is known as %IT. 
Another outcome measure commonly reported in multiple studies is peak reaction force. 
This is the maximum horizontal shear force that is required to dislocate the humerus from 
the glenoid fossa. When this peak force is divided by the compressive load applied, we 
obtain the variable stability ratio. From the medial-lateral displacement curve, we can 
also determine the concavity depth of the glenoid. The peak force is a function of the 
concavity depth (Figure 7). These outcome variables can help to understand the changes 
in stability after creating defects. 
1.5 Aims of the Study and its Relevance 
With the rise in the number of problems of dislocations, the shoulder’s instability 
among the athletes and the general population is an important topic to be addressed. This 
has been a major topic of interest among researchers because glenohumeral joint’s 
instability remains high. It is important to know how a particular defect with a significant 
size should be treated so that a person can return to the normal activity in his or her daily 
life.  
The glenohumeral instability is a condition that can lead to excessive translation 
of the humeral head on the glenoid resulting in loss of the shoulder function. This loss of 
shoulder function can significantly affect the daily lives of patients. Oftentimes, people 
dealing with shoulder dysfunction can end up losing work, especially athletes who have 
prematurely ended their careers due to loss of shoulder function. Currently, dysfunction 
of the shoulder has been reported to be the third most common musculoskeletal disorder 
after knee and spine.82 Moreover, 70% of those experiencing a primary dislocation will 
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re-dislocate within 2 years, leading to recurrent instability.83 This signifies that we need 
to evaluate current treatment strategies and develop a comprehensive shoulder instability 
model. 
The presence of bony defect of the humeral head and/or the glenoid has been 
associated with glenohumeral instability. Recurrent instability is often reported in the 
younger population and has been associated with combined defects. With presence of 
recurrent instability comes the risk for development of osteoarthritis (OA).7,84 A past 
study reports that 75% of the male athletes under the age of 25 years develop OA.50,84 We 
now have a better understanding that it is important to restore the bony anatomy for 
isolated defects greater than 25% of the glenoid width or 31% of the humeral head along 
with a soft tissue augmentation. It is still unknown what defect needs to be fixed when 
combined defects are present. If these defects are left untreated, a repeated event of 
dislocation can further increase the size of the defect further resulting in failure of 
surgery. Multiple studies have demonstrated that there is an increased risk for the failure 
of surgery when bony defects are present. Hence, repeated surgeries to fix the shoulder 
instability can increase the cost of the care causing a healthcare cost burden. It is thus 
important to determine the right threshold to perform surgery for restoring the bony 
defects. 
This study aims to explore the relationship between the interactions of the two 
major defects of the humeral head and the glenoid for the glenohumeral joint of the 
shoulder.17 The effects on the glenohumeral joint’s stability related to different sizes of 
the Bony Bankart and the Hill-Sachs lesions were studied for an envelop of range of 
motion (CHAPTER-II, III, & V). Both the defects were tested simultaneously with 
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different sets and a combination of the defect sizes in a cadaveric and FE model. The 
result from this research can provide us with estimation of the stability ratio of the 
glenohumeral joint and the distance to dislocation. The findings of the project will 
provide us with a clear picture about the shoulder’s instability depending upon the nature 
and size of the defect and their interaction with arm position. This study also investigated 
the relationship between stability ratio and medial compressive load (CHAPTER IV). 
Furthermore, we wanted to validate specific-specific model against experimental data, as 
well as the population-based FE model from CHAPTER II and investigate the variation 
among different models. This will allow us to determine if we can use a population-based 
simple model to estimate the loss in stability due to either bone defect or any size. The 
results from this research may have a clinical importance in understanding the impact of 
different lesions with respect to their size. We hypothesize that as the size of the lesion 
increases, the glenohumeral joint’s stability will decrease. We further hypothesize that 
the presence of both defects together will reduce the glenohumeral joint’s stability to a 
greater extent than the presence of an individual defect. 
Specific Aim 1: Develop and validate the FE model against previous literature for 
isolated glenoid and humeral defects and analyze the impact of combined Hill-Sachs and 
bony Bankart defects of glenohumeral joint on the anterior-inferior stability of joint and 
its dependency on the arm elevation and external rotation.  
The approximate spherical population-based FE model representative of the 
glenohumeral articular geometry for isolated defects was compared to past cadaveric 
results for indirect validation. The literature data representing a mean size of a big sample 
of cadavers was used to develop a population-based FE model. We hypothesized that 
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there will be a higher loss of stability for joint due to the magnified effect of combined 
glenohumeral defects (CHAPTER II). This model will help us understand the effect of 
combined defects and their relationship to arm positions, which will enable us to design a 
cadaveric study to analyze our second aim. 
Specific Aim 2: Define the relationship between combined defects (defects of the 
glenoid and humeral head) and resulting anterior shoulder instability in a biomechanical 
cadaveric study using a custom build electromechanical simulator.  
The increasing size of glenoid and humeral head defects contribute to a 
proportional decrease in the shoulder’s stability. We believe that there exists a linear 
relationship between the two defects (CHAPTER III). This hypothesis was tested in a 
cadaveric study, and different loading conditions were tested to analyze its effects on 
stability ratio (CHAPTER IV). This project aims to provide a model for predicting the 
shoulder instability that accompanies bone loss. The results for this aim will help us 
compare and measure the efficacy of different finite element model approaches.  
Specific Aim 3: Examine the variability among three specimen-specific models 
and validate the models against experimental data and compare results with the 
population-based model.  
Three specimens were chosen, one from each of the three defect creation 
pathways. It was believed that the models would be in agreement with the experimental 
data and as well as population-based FE model (CHAPTER V). At the end of this 
research, we will be able to present a comprehensive model that can be used to predict 
the stability of the shoulder in presence of combined bony defects.
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CHAPTER II 
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF COMBINED HUMERAL HEAD AND 
GLENOID FOR ANTEROINFERIOR INSTABILITY  
 
[This Chapter has been Published in Journal of Arthroscopy, See Citation # 78] 
 
2.1 Introduction 
A Hill-Sachs defect involves bone loss from the posterosuperior aspect of the 
humeral head due to a compression fracture against the glenoid during a dislocation 
event, and an engaging Hill-Sachs lesion has been documented as a possible cause of 
recurrent dislocation.13,16,63 The other type of bony defect is a bony Bankart lesion, which 
involves the detachment of the labrum from the anterior aspect of the glenoid rim along 
with some bone loss.1 These bony defects have been identified as a leading cause of 
recurrent anterior shoulder instability.16,28 Previous studies have investigated the effect of 
different sizes of isolated glenoid and isolated humeral head bone loss on stability by 
biomechanical analysis.15 Hence we know that glenoid defects that are greater than 25% 
of the glenoid width cause significant instability and need to be surgically augmented 
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along with soft-tissue repair.28 Humeral head defects of greater than five-eighths of the 
radius of the humeral head also reduce stability.16 The high rates of recurrent dislocation 
after soft-tissue reconstruction indicate that the typical algorithm of addressing instability 
by a soft-tissue repair alone may need to be reevaluated.3 
Although previous work has led to a greater understanding of isolated defects, 
these bony defects are most often present together in cases of recurrent dislocation and 
can be referred to as “combined defects.” Moreover, a study by Widjaja et al.58 showed 
that 57% of their recurrent dislocation cases had combined defects. Many studies have 
acknowledged that when significant bony defects are present, soft-tissue augmentation by 
itself may not be sufficient and repeated events of redislocation can further increase the 
risk of additional bone loss.1,4 However, it is important to study the humeral head and 
glenoid defects in combination to better understand their instability effect. Because the 
shoulder is the most mobile joint in the body, the effect of the combined defects needs to 
be determined for a wide range of motion. To our knowledge, only a single study 
investigated the combined defects at 45° and 90° abduction angles only and showed that 
instability is increased because of the combined defects.14  
Our study aimed to quantify the effect of different size combinations of Hill-
Sachs defects and bony Bankart defects on shoulder instability for a broad range of 
motion. We hypothesized that the bony Bankart lesion and the Hill-Sachs defect will 
differently contribute to shoulder instability with respect to the arm position. 
Furthermore, we hypothesized that the stability for a joint with a combination of smaller 
defects would be reduced by 50% from that of an intact joint. 
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2.2 Methods  
2.2.1 Finite Element Model  
A population-based 3-dimensional (3D) model of the glenohumeral joint was 
created with approximate geometry using average data from the literature representing a 
large sample of the male population.40 The radius of curvature of articular bone and 
cartilage, as well as the thickness of cartilage for the glenoid and humerus, is shown in 
Table I.14 The cartilage thickness for both the humeral head and glenoid cartilage was 
defined per the literature data.40,45,85 The glenoid size was defined with respect to 
superoinferior (height) and anteroposterior length (width), which was 39 mm and 29 mm, 
respectively.85 The abduction movement of the shoulder was simulated as having a 3:2 
ratio of scapulothoracic to humerothoracic joint movement as described in a previous 
study.86 The 2 humerothoracic positions selected for simulation of joint stability were 45° 
and 90°, representing the testing angles for abduction of 30° and 60° of glenohumeral 
abduction, respectively.28 In addition, rotation angles were tested between the range of 
40° of internal rotation (IR) and 60° of external rotation (ER).  
Table I. Geometric parameters for the model  
Geometric parameters for the model (adapted from Walia et al. 14).40 
Component Radius of curvature 
of bone 
Radius of curvature 
of cartilage 
Thickness of 
cartilage at center 
Glenoid  34.56 mm 26.37 mm 1.14 mm 
Humeral head 26.10 mm 26.85 mm 2.03 mm 
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Figure 8. Combined Defects for the FE Model 
(A) Exploded view of the right side of the glenohumeral joint with a bony Bankart 
defect and Hill-Sachs defect at 90º of abduction and 40° of external rotation having 
a finite element mesh overlaid. The x-axis defines the anteroinferior translation 
direction (red arrow). The z-axis points to the direction of compression (white 
arrow). Also shown are en face views of (B) the glenoid with a 25% defect and (C) 
the humeral head with a 19% defect. 
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The glenoid cartilage was modeled using the software package Rhinoceros 3D 
(Robert McNeel & Associates, Seattle, WA), and the humerus cartilage was created using 
TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific Applications, Livermore, CA). Both models were meshed 
using TrueGrid with hybrid 3D hexahedral elements (C3D8H) and mesh size was 
selected based on the mesh convergence analysis (Appendix II: Mesh Convergence 
Analysis ). Then, these models were exported into the Abaqus package (version 6.9; 
Simulia, Providence, RI) for assembly. A neo-Hookean hyper elastic model was chosen 
for material properties of the cartilage with a Young’s modulus (E) of 10 MPa and 
Poisson’s ratio (n) of 0.4, and bones were assumed to be rigid.87 The rigid-body 
assumption was used to reduce the computation cost because it has been shown that this 
assumption holds in static equilibrium analysis.80 The contact properties between the 
surfaces of cartilage were considered frictionless, and sensitivity analysis was performed 
to validate this assumption. A rigid-body coupling was used between the cartilage and 
bone of both the humeral head and glenoid.  
Seating of the humeral head into the glenoid fossa was performed with 
compressive force control applied medially, allowing translation of the humeral head 
during seating, which was recorded for each rotation angle. We carried out this step to 
ensure proper contact between the glenoid and humerus cartilage before running a 
simulation. The simulation for testing the glenohumeral joint stability consisted of a static 
displacement control analysis in the presence of a constant 50-N compressive load 
throughout the translation of the humeral head in the anteroinferior direction (Figure 7). 
The compressive load simulated the compression due to static soft tissue at the resting 
state. This protocol was similar to that used in past cadaveric studies,16,28 and a 
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comparison of results from this study with those of previous studies was used as an 
indirect validation tool. Simulations were performed at 40° of IR, neutral rotation, and 
60° of ER for both angles (45° and 90°) of humerothoracic abduction. The results of 
reaction force for glenoid bone loss from our model were compared with those from the 
cadaveric study by Itoi et al.28  
2.2.2 Creation of Defects and Test Conditions 
Isolated defects for the humeral head and glenoid were created by use of a cutting 
plane in the TrueGrid package. We made 4 individual defects to the humeral head, 
similar to past studies.16 The size of the Hill-Sachs defects was 6%, 19%, 31%, and 44% 
of the diameter of the humeral head. We chose to place the defect location 209° from the 
anterior border of the humeral head articular cartilage, with the humeral head modeled as 
a circle and viewed superiorly, similar to a previous study. Meanwhile, 4 different 
glenoid defect sizes were created: 12.5%, 25%, 37.5%, and 50% of the width of the 
glenoid (Figure 8).28 To create a glenoid defect, an oblique osteotomy from 
approximately the mid-glenoid notch to the 6-o’clock position of the inferior glenoid was 
simulated.28 All simulations were performed for the isolated and combined defects at 45° 
and 90° of humerothoracic abduction and a wide range of arm rotation from 40° of IR to 
60° of ER with 10° increments. In addition, the outcome variables for different rotation 
angles was calculated for each simulation. The combination of defects and assembly view 
for the 3D skeletal model is shown in Figure 8.  
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2.2.3 Outcome Variables  
The outcome parameters of each simulation were DTD traveled by the humerus 
and anteroinferior horizontal reaction force acting opposite to the direction of dislocation. 
The point of dislocation was presented as the peak point of the medial displacement 
curve; any further translation after this point would have led to the humerus dislocating 
out of the glenoid fossa. This peak point was found using a spline interpolation curve 
fitting technique in MATLAB (version 10.a; The MathWorks, Natick, MA). At the point 
of dislocation, the horizontal reaction force was always 0N (see Appendix I: Determining 
the Point of Dislocation ). However, the peak value of horizontal reaction force before the 
dislocation was produced because of the concave shape of the glenoid. The distance 
traveled by the humeral head during the translation from the initial point until the point of 
dislocation was referred to as the DTD. For comparison of results with previous literature 
data, the DTD for each humeral defect was normalized with respect to the DTD for an 
intact joint (normal) to calculate the percent intact translation value. A 2-way analysis of 
variance was performed to identify the significance of each factor (defects, abduction 
angle, and rotation angle) on the DTD. Tukey post hoc analyses were used to determine 
the significance of differences between factor levels. Statistical significance was set at 
α=0.05. All the authors participated in the analysis and determined the conclusions of the 
study. 
2.3 Results 
A comparison of results for the percent intact translation from our study and a 
previous study16 is shown in Figure 9. It shows the percent intact translation values for 4 
levels of humeral head defect (6%, 19%, 31%, and 44%), 3 levels of rotations (40° of IR, 
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neutral, and 40° of ER), and 2 levels of abduction (45° and 90°). The largest humeral 
head defect (44%) had a decreased percent intact translation value at ER, as well as 
neutral rotation, for both humerothoracic abduction angles. However, at 40° of ER, 2 
humeral head defect states (31% and 44%) had reduced percent intact translation values 
at both humerothoracic abduction angles. For the bony Bankart lesion, result comparisons 
for reaction force with different sizes of glenoid defect at 90° of humerothoracic 
abduction are shown in Figure 10.28 Reaction force values declined with the progression 
in size of the defect at 90° of humerothoracic abduction. The glenoid defect size of the 
glenohumeral joint reduced the reaction force to 0N.  
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Figure 9. Comparison of Hill-Sachs Results  
Comparison of our results and the results of a previous study (Kaar et al.16) for (A) 
40 of internal rotation, (B) neutral rotation, and (C) 40 of external rotation. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of Bony Bankart Defect 
Comparison of the results of the study by Itoi et al28 with our results at 90° of 
abduction for (A) internal and (B) external rotation of the humerus. 
 
The DTD value for a normal joint was 13.73 mm; this was also the same for 
isolated Hill-Sachs defect sizes 6% and 19% at 45° of humerothoracic abduction. Figure 
11.A shows the DTD values for the five levels of humeral defects over a wide range of 
rotation of the arm. For the humeral defect size 31%, a gradual decrease in DTD occurred 
after 40° of ER; this was further reduced to 8.61 mm at 60° of ER, which was 
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significantly different from the intact condition (P<0.0001). The ER value after which the 
DTD value started to decrease rapidly was referred to as the “in- flection point” for 
humeral head defects. However, for the 44% defect, the inflection point could be seen at 
10° of ER, and the DTD decreased to 2.16 mm at 60 of ER (P<0.0001).  
 
Figure 11. Results for the Isolated Hill-Sachs Defect 
Translational distance to dislocation for various isolated Hill-Sachs defects (HSD) 
at varied rotation angles (in degrees) of the arm for (A) 45º and (B) 90° of 
humerothoracic abduction. 
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Figure 12. Results for Isolated Bony Bankart Defect 
Translational distance to dislocation for various isolated bony Bankart defects (BD) 
at varied rotation angles (in degrees) of the arm for (A) 45 and (B) 90 of 
humerothoracic abduction. 
 
At 90° of humerothoracic abduction, only the smallest humeral defect (6%) and 
the normal joint had the same DTD values, as shown by the overlapping lines in Figure 
11.B. However, humeral defect sizes 19%, 31%, and 44% started to show a decrease in 
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the DTD value at the inflection point, represented by rotation angles of 30° of ER, 10° of 
ER, and 20° of IR, respectively. At 60° of ER and 90° of abduction, the DTD values for 
humeral defect sizes 19%, 31%, and 44% were reduced from 13.73 mm to 10.19 mm, 
2.14 mm (P<0.0001), and 0.00 mm (P<0.0001), respectively. A DTD value of 0.00 mm 
signifies no contact between the articulating surfaces of the glenoid and the humeral 
head.  
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Figure 13. Results for the Combined Defects 
Translational distance to dislocation for combinations of bony Bankart defects 
(BD) and Hill-Sachs defects for varied external rotation angles (in degrees) of the 
arm (a negative value signifies internal rotation). The left column shows the results 
for the combined defects at 45° of abduction (ABD: 45), whereas the right column 
shows the results for 90° of abduction (ABD: 90). Each row of the graph shows a 
bony Bankart defect, and all Hill-Sachs defects are shown in each Bankart defect 
box. 
 
The effect of the five levels of glenoid defect size is shown in Figure 12 for 
humerothoracic abduction angles of 45° and 90°. Bony Bankart defect sizes 12.5%, 25%, 
37.5%, and 50% had reduced DTD values to 10.19 mm (P<0.0001), 6.48 mm 
(P<0.0001), 2.14 mm (P<0.0001), and 0.00 mm (P<0.0001), respectively, at both 
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humerothoracic abduction angles. These values for Bankart defects did not change with 
varying rotation angles.  
Figure 13 shows the results for all combinations of defects, with the results for 
45° of abduction in the left column and 90° of abduction in the right column. The 
horizontal rows show various glenoid defects (Bankart defects) combined with all Hill-
Sachs defect sizes. The vertical axis shows the DTD values, and the horizontal axis 
shows the rotation angles from 40° of IR through 60° of ER. The results for the 
combination of a glenoid defect size 37.5% with all humeral defect sizes at 45° of 
humerothoracic abduction are shown in Figure 6 on the left. Between a rotation angle 
range of 40° to 10° of ER (negative signifies IR), for every possible combination of 
defect, the DTD value was 2.10 mm (P<0.0001). The DTD values for 31% Hill-Sachs 
defect combinations started to decrease from 2.10 mm after 30° of ER and was reduced to 
0.00 mm (P<0.0001) at 50° of ER. At 45° of humerothoracic abduction, for humeral 
defect sizes 31% and 44% combined with any bony Bankart defect size, the straight line 
had inflection points at 10° of ER and 30° of ER (P<0.05), respectively, after which the 
DTD value decreased. Similarly, for the combination of a 44% humeral defect with a 
25% glenoid defect, the decrease in DTD occurred after 10° of ER and was reduced to 
0.00 mm (P<0.0001) at 50° of ER. Moreover, a glenoid defect size 12.5% combined with 
44% led to a DTD drop to 0.00 mm from 10.19 mm (P<0.0001). 
The DTD results for a combination of glenoid defect sizes with four different 
sizes of humeral defect at 90° of humerothoracic abduction are shown in Figure 13. 
Results for the Combined Defects on the right. The combination of humeral defect size 
6% and glenoid defect size 25% had a DTD value of 6.48 mm for all rotation angles, as 
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shown by an almost straight line. However, the DTD value decreased for the combination 
of glenoid defect with humeral defect sizes 19%, 31%, and 44% at inflection points 
represented at corresponding rotation angles of 30° of ER, 10° of ER, and 20° of IR, 
respectively. A glenoid defect size 25% in the presence of humeral defect sizes 31% and 
44% had a reduced DTD value of 0.00 mm at 40° of ER and 20° of ER, respectively. The 
effect of both abduction (P<0.0001) and ER (P<0.0001) on the DTD was found to be 
statistically significant. 
2.4 Discussion 
This model was able to show that combined defects of the glenoid and humeral 
head could significantly reduce stability. Although the DTD for an isolated glenoid of 
25% of its width was reduced to 6.48 mm (47%), the DTD for the combination of a 
12.5% glenoid defect and a 19% humeral head defect was 7.59 mm (55%). One of the 
important findings of this study was the establishment of the type of instability that each 
defect causes. Loss of bone from the glenoid will result in translational instability 
proportional to the defect size, and the resulting instability is the same for the complete 
envelope of range of motion tested. However, the humeral head defects lead to rotational 
instability that signifies lower stability at higher abduction and ER angles only, 
contingent on the location and orientation of the defects. Thus, a patient with a Hill-Sachs 
defect may not have instability at the resting (nonfunctional) arm position, but once the 
arm is placed in the apprehension position, he or she may have subluxation or even 
dislocation.  
To establish credibility for our finite element model, the results from our model 
were compared with those from past cadaveric studies.16,28 The comparison of results for 
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an isolated Hill-Sachs defect with no glenoid defect depicted a similar pattern of decrease 
for the percent intact translation.16 The difference observed for the 44% defect occurred 
because the humeral head was modeled as a sphere. Likewise, for an isolated bony 
Bankart defect, with an increase in the size of the glenoid defect, there was a decrease in 
reaction force for ER and IR in both the current and past studies showing a linear 
decreasing trend.28 However, a difference in reaction force was observed with the arm in 
ER when comparing the results between the present study and Itoi et al.28, which was 
attributed to the absence of soft tissue in the finite element model. The large difference at 
internal rotation can be explained by the increased stiffness of the muscle leading to the 
increased force value. 
For isolated Hill-Sachs defects, the results at 45° of humerothoracic abduction 
and 40° of IR showed that each humeral head defect had a DTD value of 13.76 mm, 
which was the baseline value. However, as the humerus was rotated externally in 
increments of 10, the DTD value decreased. It should be noted that there is no standard 
set value for critical DTD, but a normal joint can have translation of 1 to 3 mm, so any 
value below 3 mm may lead to an immediate subluxation.88 The DTD graph for the Hill-
Sachs defects had inflection points (engagement points) that were seen to occur at 40° of 
ER and 10° of ER for humeral defect sizes 31% and 44%, respectively. In addition, at a 
higher abduction angle (90°), the engagement occurred at 20 of IR, 10 of ER, and 30 of 
ER for defect sizes 44%, 31%, and 19%, respectively. Larger sized Hill-Sachs defects led 
to a reduction in stability because of the loss of contact between the articulating surfaces, 
signifying a purely rotational effect of Hill-Sachs defects. This concept has also been 
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reported in prior studies showing that engagement of a humeral defect with the glenoid 
rim can lead to subluxation or dislocation of the humeral head.3,89 
The results for glenoid bone loss showed that DTD was reduced with each 
successive defect present alone. In addition, the DTD value for any particular glenoid 
defect size was similar for the whole range of rotation angles, as shown by the straight 
horizontal lines. Unlike Hill-Sachs defects, at both abduction angles, the values for every 
bony Bankart defect were the same. Hence, it can be concluded that instability caused by 
a glenoid defect is not dependent on the arm position. Similar to past studies, we found 
that glenoid bone loss greater than 25% of its width can reduce stability significantly 
(47% DTD) and may require restoration of the articular surface.15,28 
The results for the combination of various glenoid defect sizes with all humeral 
defect sizes showed a decrease in the DTD with each successive Hill-Sachs defect. 
However, the decreasing effect caused by each Hill-Sachs defect was contingent on the 
arm position. At 45° of abduction, for the combination of humeral and glenoid defects, 
the maximum DTD value was determined by the glenoid defect seen at lower rotation 
angles (40° of IR to 10° of ER). Furthermore, this value started to decrease with 
engagement of the Hill-Sachs defect at 10° of ER and 40° of ER. Lower displacement 
values signify that the joint can dislocate by translating an insignificant distance. A 
similarity in the engagement points was observed between these combined defects and 
the isolated Hill-Sachs defects. The instability effect increased at 90° of abduction as 
even a smaller Hill-Sachs defect of 19% had an engagement point at 30° of ER. These 
results showed a linear relation between both defects.  
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In summary, the results of this study signify that glenohumeral stability decreases 
in the presence of combined defects. The instability caused by a combination of small 
defects such as a 12.5% glenoid defect and 19% Hill-Sachs defect was similar to that 
with an isolated 25% glenoid defect. Therefore, it might be important to address either 
one of the defects surgically. The findings of this study are clinically significant because 
we have defined the mechanism and the size of humeral defect that engages at different 
positions of the arm, and hence, showed that range of motion can be reduced significantly 
for larger defect sizes, which essentially occurs because of loss of contact between 
articulating surfaces. Hence, this model is a useful tool for estimating the loss in DTD 
and instability for any combination of Hill-Sachs and bony Bankart defects. In addition, 
this information may be used in treatment of patients who experience dislocation or 
subluxation while performing overhead activities.  
The limitations of this model include the absence of soft tissue and the use of a 
generic spherical shape of humeral head and glenoid. The glenoid defect location was 
chosen to be anteroinferior, and many times, these defects are located anteriorly. 
Although only a single model was generated for this study, it was chosen to be 
representative of population data (120 cadavers included in this study) to give a better 
representation of the population than a few individual geometries. The mean age of the 
population data was higher because the model represented the male population with a 
mean age of 72 years (range, 49 to 90 years). Regarding the absence of soft tissue, more 
work is needed to evaluate the contribution of the labrum to shoulder stability because 
our study fails to do so. Another limitation is that the dislocation was not nearly 
physiological because the rotation of the humeral head was kept constant because of the 
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simulation being quasistatic. In future work, we plan to include the labrum and soft tissue 
in a specimen-specific finite element model. This specimen-specific approach would be 
helpful in direct validation of the model because no direct validation was performed in 
this study.  
In conclusion, the model constructed in this study shows that increasing shoulder 
instability is predicted by increasing humeral head and glenoid defect sizes for a broad 
envelope of motion. In addition, the size of glenoid defect can be used to determine the 
baseline stability, and additional humeral head defect sizes can further reduce the stability 
when the arm is in ER because of loss of contact. 
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CHAPTER III  
EFFECTS OF COMBINED BONY DEFECTS IN CADAVERIC SHOULDERS 
 
[This Chapter is under revision in American Journal of Sports Medicine] 
 
3.1 Introduction  
Traumatic and repetitive shoulder instability can lead to glenohumeral bone 
loss.3,63,65 The two most common bony defects associated with glenohumeral instability 
are the Hill-Sachs defect and the bony Bankart defect. A Hill-Sachs defect is a 
posterosuperior humeral head impaction injury.1,3,64 Anterior glenoid bone loss may come 
from a single bony Bankart defect or attritional bone loss from repeated instability 
episodes.28,65 Patients with significant bone loss are prone to increased instability.90 
Burkhart and De Beer reported an overall recurrence rate of 10.8% following 
arthroscopic Bankart repair for traumatic anterior-inferior instability, with a 4% rate of 
recurrence in patients without significant bony defects and 67% in patients with 
significant bony defects.3,13 Moreover, Boileau et al. reported a 15.3% recurrence rate 
following arthroscopic stabilization for recurrent anterior traumatic shoulder instability, 
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with a strong association for the presence of a bone defect on either the glenoid side (a 
glenoid compression-fracture; p = 0.01) or the humeral side (a large Hill-Sachs lesion; p 
= 0.05).62 Similarly, Voos et al. reported a recurrence rate of 18% following arthroscopic 
Bankart repair for anterior shoulder instability, with a 3.9 risk ratio for recurrence due to 
Hill-Sachs lesions.1 Also, Rowe et al. showed that even after open Bankart repair a large 
Hill-Sachs defect was a risk factor for recurrent instability.52 These studies highlight the 
importance of recognizing “critical” humeral head and glenoid bone defects, so that they 
can be addressed to avoid failure of soft tissue repair.  
Glenoid and humeral head defects often present together (termed “combined 
defects”) for cases of recurrent instability.3,14,58  In fact, the conservative estimates for the 
incidence of combined defects range between 57-63%.58 Many biomechanical studies 
have investigated the impact of an isolated humeral head or glenoid defect on 
glenohumeral instability.15,16,27 Kaar et al. have shown that humeral head defects greater 
than 5/8th of its radius cause a significant decrease in shoulder stability.16 Yamamoto et 
al. has shown that anterior glenoid bone loss greater than 25% of the glenoid width can 
cause a significant decrease in stability leading to dislocation.15 While numerous authors 
have acknowledged that these two defects are present together, only a few studies have 
investigated the effects of combined bony defects.91 Despite the fact that combined 
defects are more common than isolated defects, little is known about the critical size 
thresholds in these situations.   
Burkhart et al. suggested that the engagement of a humeral defect with the glenoid 
rim could increase the chance of dislocation.3 When the humeral head defect aligns with 
the anterior glenoid rim, with the shoulder in functional position of abduction (ABD) and 
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external rotation (ER), the humeral head defect “engages” the glenoid.  However, with 
the potentially magnified effect of combined defects, the engagement process may occur 
even at a non-functional arm position.  To understand the dynamic relationship of 
combined bony defects in glenohumeral instability, it is necessary to investigate the 
effects on a wide range of motion. 
The purpose of this biomechanical study was to evaluate anterior instability of the 
shoulder due to combined defects and to define critical defect size combinations. 
Specifically, we evaluated the effect of different sizes of combined defects over varying 
ABD and ER angles. Our hypothesis was that the threshold humeral head and glenoid 
defect sizes that lead to instability would be smaller for combined defects than for 
isolated defects. Furthermore, we expected instability to be influenced by arm position 
with respect to the humeral head defects but not the glenoid defects.  
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Specimen Preparation 
Eighteen fresh-frozen cadaveric shoulder specimens were used from donors 
between the ages of 43 and 69 years at the time of death (mean age, 57 years; nine males 
and nine females; nine left and nine right shoulders). These specimens were thawed 
overnight at room temperature before experimentation. All specimens with rotator cuff 
tear, fractures, contracture, osteoarthritis, or other shoulder diseases were excluded. The 
testing method and specimen preparation for this study was adapted from previous 
studies. Each specimen was disarticulated at the scapulothoracic joint proximally. The 
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skin, subcutaneous tissue, and all soft tissues including the labrum were removed. The 
humeral shaft was then cut at a distance of 15mm distal to the humeral head.  
 
Figure 14. Custom Testing Apparatus 
Custom made simulator for controlled anterior dislocation of the shoulder joint. 
 
The scapula was potted with Woods metal (42.5% Bismuth Alloy, McMaster-
Carr, Cleveland, OH) in a rectangular aluminum container using a custom device to 
insure that the face of the fossa was horizontal with the lateral 3 cm protruding. After 
potting, alignment of the superior-inferior glenoid plane was confirmed with the use of a 
digitizer (MicroScribe, Solution Technologies, Inc., Oella, MD, US). The sensitivity 
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analysis was performed to verify the effect of small mismatch in the alignment of the 
scapula and no difference was seen in the results for DTD and % IT (Appendix V: Effects 
of Misalignment of the Scapula). The scapula pot sat on top of a horizontal drive (Zaber 
Technologies Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada), and a 6 degrees-of-freedom load cell 
(Mini45, ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC) was placed in between the drive and the 
pot (Figure 14). The load cell verified a 50 N medial force applied to the glenoid. The 
coordinate system for the glenoid was placed at the center of the glenoid face. The X-axis 
was defined perpendicular to the scapula plane and directed anteriorly, the Y-axis was 
parallel to the scapular plane directed inferiorly, and the Z-axis was directed upwards 
perpendicular to the face of glenoid fossa. The rotation around the X-axis was defined as 
abduction, while the rotation around the Y-axis was defined as external rotation. After 
potting the scapula, the humeral shaft was potted in cylindrical aluminum tubing with 
Woods metal. The potted end of the humeral shaft was mounted to the vertical jig with 3 
degrees-of-freedom Figure 14). This jig allowed for free movement in a medial-lateral 
(vertical) direction via near-frictionless bearings and allowed for various external rotation 
and abduction angle combinations. A laser displacement sensor (Renishaw Inc., Hoffman 
Estate, IL), with an accuracy of 0.4 µm, was attached to the vertical reaction frame to 
measure the medial-lateral displacement of the humeral head. For details on the design 
and various components used to build the tester, refer to Appendix III: Development of 
the Custom Dislocation Simulator. Results of the tester were repeatable as Verification 
was performed prior to study using sawbones (Appendix IV: Verification of the Custom 
Simulator). 
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3.2.2 Biomechanical Testing 
Before testing, neutral rotation was defined relative to the trunk, which was 
equivalent to 20° of external rotation in the scapular plane. Then, a reference position 
(home) was defined for each arm position configuration by translating the humeral head 7 
mm along both the superior-inferior and anterior-posterior axes. The reference position 
was defined as the position at which the humeral head was most medial. This step also 
helped to precondition the specimen before testing. The testing was then performed for 
the intact condition (no defect) by translating the glenoid posteriorly at constant velocity 
of 0.5 mm/s (to minimize viscoelastic effects) under a medial centering load of 50 N in 
order to cause an anterior dislocation.  The load of 50 N has been used in past studies and 
it simulates the static soft tissue load as well. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that 
during dislocation the 50 N force caused no damage to the humeral head.15,16,28 The real-
time readings of the forces and displacements were recorded via a computer using a USB 
data acquisition card (National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX) and custom-developed 
Lab VIEW code (National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX). All data was sampled at 50Hz 
frequency.  
Testing was completed at three abduction angles (ABD) relative to the scapula 
that were 20°, 40°, and 60°. These abduction angles simulated arm in abduction relative 
to the trunk at 30°, 60°, and 90°, respectively. Additionally, three different external 
rotation angles of 0°, 40°, and 80° were tested for each condition. The arm at 60° 
abduction and 80° external rotation simulated the apprehension position of 90° ABD and 
greater than 90° ER relative to trunk. 
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Figure 15. Defect Size of the Glenoid and Humeral Head Created  
Humeral head defect creation at 209° location with 4 different osteotomy cuts 
(6%,19%, 31%, and 44%) respective of the diameter of humeral head (A), 
osteotomy cuts for glenoid defects for defect sizes 10%, 20%, and 30% of the 
width of glenoid, adapted from Yamamoto et al. (B).15 
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After testing different arm positions for the intact joint, defects were created for 
both the humeral head and the glenoid. Four different sizes of humeral head defects were 
created representing 6%, 19%, 31%, and 44% of the humeral head diameter similar to 
past studies.14,16 Additionally, three different sizes of the glenoid defect were created: 
10%, 20% and 30% of the width of glenoid.15 Since it was not feasible to test every 
defect combination in a single specimen, three different defect-creation pathways were 
chosen (Table II). This approach was used to maximize the use of each specimen for 
testing the maximum number of meaningful combinations.  
3.2.3 Creation of Defects 
The progressive Hill-Sachs defect creation technique was adapted from Kaar et 
al.16 The defects were created using a customized cutting jig and an oscillating bone saw. 
The position of the defects was centered in the area in which humeral head defects occur 
which was at 209° from the anterior border of the humeral head articular cartilage (Figure 
15.A).16 The center point of the defect was marked; the cutting guide was aligned 
perpendicular to the articular surface of the humeral head. The glenoid defect creation 
approach was adapted similar to Yamamoto et al.15 An osseous glenoid defect was 
created stepwise in increments relative to the glenoid width by cutting off the anterior rim 
parallel to the y-axis of the glenoid at 3 o’clock (Figure 15.B). The diameter was 
measured for both superior-inferior aspects and anterior-posterior aspects by considering 
the lower glenoid as a circle. At the point where these two diameters intersected, a 
Kirschner wire was inserted to align the cutting jig parallel to the superior-inferior 
diameter (Y-axis) and then, osteotomy cuts were made parallel to the Y-axis.  
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3.2.4 Data Analysis 
For each trial, the outcome of interest was defined as the percent intact translation 
(%IT) and the stability ratio. The distance to dislocation was defined as the distance 
between the reference position (home position) and the point of dislocation along the 
anterior axis. This was normalized to the corresponding distance from the intact test for 
each defect configuration to obtain %IT.  The point of dislocation was computed where 
the reaction force in the anterior direction (X-axis) was zero using Matlab 10.1a (The 
MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA, USA). However, the stability ratio was calculated as the 
ratio of peak horizontal reaction force (anterior direction) and compressive load of 50N. 
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to identify the significance of each factor 
(Hill-Sachs defect, Bony Bankart defect, abduction angle, rotation angle) on the %IT and 
SR. Two-way ANOVA was performed in the R3.1 statistical package (R Core Team 
(2014), R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Tukey post hoc 
analyses were used to determine significance of differences between factor levels. 
Statistical significance was set at α = 0.05. 
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Table II. Defect Creation Matrix 
Defect creation matrix for the combined defect combinations, highlighting 3 
pathways shown with three lines. Each x mark shows the defect combination 
tested. 
 
 
3.3 Results 
Figure 16 illustrates the effect of increasing sizes of the humeral head defect when 
combined with a 20% glenoid defect. At 20° ABD and 0° ER, the humeral defect sizes 
(6%, 19%, 31%, and 44%) were not significantly different from an intact humeral head 
(0% by definition). The value for % IT was 69% ± 9.7% (no humeral head defect), 64% ± 
12.9% (6% humeral head defect), 65% ± 11% (19% humeral head defect), 66% ± 8.8% 
(31% humeral head defect), 69% ± 13.9 % (44% humeral head defect). However, at 40° 
ABD and 40° ER the %IT for humeral head defect size of 44% was significantly different 
from all other defects and the intact condition (p <0.001). Additionally, humeral head 
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defects of sizes 19%, 31%, and 44% were significantly different when compared to an 
intact humeral head at 60° ABD and 80° ER (p< 0.05).  
 
Figure 16. Effect of Increasing Hill-Sachs Defect for ROM 
Effect of increasing Hill-Sachs defects combined with a 20% Bony Bankart defect 
compared at three different arm positions (20° ABD-0° ER, 40° ABD-40° ER, and 
60° ABD-80° ER), the horizontal axis of the graph shows incremental humeral 
head defects and the vertical axis is the normalized translational distance to 
dislocation w.r.t the intact joint. Brackets with an asterisk (*) denote a significant 
difference between joint orientations (P < 0.05) and a cross (+) above the bar graph 
denotes a significant difference between the defect size (at the specific joint 
orientation) and the intact state (P < 0.01). 
 
The results of %IT for increasing glenoid defect size showed a significant 
difference at all levels when the humeral head defect size was kept constant (Figure 
17.A). The %IT was reduced from 100% (by definition) to 85% ± 11.6 % (10% glenoid 
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defect), 70% ± 10.2 % (20% glenoid defect), and 43% ± 9.3 % (30% glenoid defect). 
These values did not change between arm positions of 20° ABD and 0° ER, 40° ABD and 
40° ER, and 60° ABD and 80° ER. With the exception of a 10% glenoid defect, all other 
glenoid defect sizes were significantly different from intact condition (p< 0.001). 
Additionally, Figure 17.B shows the results of %IT for the combined effect of a 19% 
humeral head defect with various sizes of the glenoid defects. The results for %IT were 
similar to those of Figure 4A only at arm positions of 20° ABD and 0° ER, and 40° ABD 
and 40° ER. However, results for 60° ABD and 80° ER were significantly different from 
both 20° ABD and 0° ER, and 40° ABD and 40° ER at each glenoid defect. 
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Figure 17. Effect of Increasing Glenoid Defect for ROM 
Effect of increasing Bony Bankart defects combined with 6% Hill-Sachs defect (A) 
and 19% Hill-Sachs defect (B) compared at three different arm positions (20° 
ABD-0° ER, 40° ABD-40° ER, and 60° ABD-80° ER), the horizontal axis of the 
graph shows incremental glenoid defects and the vertical axis is the normalized 
translational distance to dislocation w.r.t the intact joint. Brackets with an asterisk 
(*) denote a significant difference between joint orientations (P<0.05) and a cross 
(+) above the bar graph denotes a significant difference between the defect size (at 
the specific joint orientation) and the intact state (P<0.01). 
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Figure 18. Stability Ratio Results for Combined Defects 
Effect of increasing Bony Bankart defects combined with 6% Hill-Sachs defect (A) 
and 20% Bony Bankart combined with different Hill-Sachs defect sizes (B) compared 
at three different arm positions (20° ABD-0° ER, 40° ABD-40° ER, and 60° ABD-
80° ER), the horizontal axis of the graph shows incremental defects and the vertical 
axis is stability ratio (SR). Brackets with an asterisk (*) denote a significant 
difference between joint orientations (P<0.05). 
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The stability Ratio decreased from 0.28 (no glenoid defect) to 0.19 (p=0.13), 0.16 
(p<0.0001), and 0.09 (p<0.0001) with the increasing size of the glenoid defect, for 
Bankart defect sizes of 10%, 20%, and 30% respectively (Figure 18). These results were 
combined with a 6% humeral head defect that had no effect on the SR. However, there 
was no change in the SR for increasing sizes of humeral defects combined with a 20% 
glenoid defect at arm positions of 20° ABD-0° ER and 40° ABD-40° ER. The SR 
decreased significantly from 0.17 (no humeral defect) to 0.01 (p<0.05) only for a 44% 
humeral head defect at an arm position of 60° ABD-80° ER. A decreasing trend is seen 
for both 31% and 44% defects but the standard deviations were high.  
3.4 Discussion 
This model simulated the effects of combined humeral head and glenoid defects 
for a wide range of arm positions using a cadaveric model. In this study, we showed that 
even with the arm at the 40° ABD and 40° ER, there is a decrease in stability with 
increasing sized humeral head and glenoid defects. The instability effect due to a humeral 
head defect was magnified with increasing abduction angle and external rotation. 
Furthermore, similar to the results of our finite element study, it was found that instability 
caused by a glenoid defect was dependent only on the size of the defect but remained 
unaffected by arm abduction or rotation. The interactions between the glenoid and 
humeral head defects show the increased instability effect.  
Previous studies have investigated the impact of an isolated humeral head defect 
or an isolated glenoid defect, and have shown that glenoid defects greater than 25% of the 
width or humeral defects greater than 31% of the diameter can significantly affect 
stability (Table III).15,16 Results from the present study are similar to those from past 
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studies while looking at these two defects in isolation. However, it was seen that a 
combination of smaller defects of the glenoid and humeral head could significantly 
reduce the stability. A 19% humeral head combined with a 10% glenoid defect resulted in 
a 15% decrease of stability (%IT) at 20° ABD and 0° ER; however stability decreased by 
30% at functional arm position of 60° ABD and 80° ER. This decrease in %IT was 
similar to that of an isolated 20% glenoid defect (27% decrease in %IT) as shown in the 
Table III.  
Table III. % Intact Translation at Apprehension Position 
Stability in terms of % IT at 60° ABD-80° ER, boxes with diagonal filled lines 
show the isolated defects determined to be repaired by past studies. Furthermore, 
this study shows the defect combinations with gray shade might need restoration of 
the either defect, the box with no numbers are combination not tested. 
 
Defect matrix: Hill-Sachs defect 
Bony 
Bankart 
defect 
  0 6% 19% 31% 44% 
0% 100.0% 
(0) 
102.6% 
(4.3) 
78.8% 
(13.0) 
  
10% 85.2% 
(8.5) 
85.2% 
(11.6) 
69.0% 
(9.7) 
  
20% 73.7% 
(10.9) 
70.0% 
(14.6) 
48.6% 
(24.1) 
26.6% 
(25.2) 
1.6% 
(3.6) 
30%  43.3% 
(9.7) 
33.7% 
(17.9) 
11.4% 
(15.3) 
1.4% 
(4.9) 
 
 
This cadaveric model outlined different types of instability from either a humeral 
head defect or a glenoid defect. The glenoid defect leads to a translational instability due 
to the loss of curvature of the articular surface and the humeral head defects lead to 
rotational instability. Increasing glenoid defect sizes had a significant effect on the 
shoulder stability as it reduced the %IT and SR. Moreover, the changes in arm position 
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did not influence the values of %IT. This shows that translational stability is lost with the 
loss of glenoid articular surface. However, the magnified effect of the humeral head 
defect is from a rotational effect. Even the largest humeral defect (44%) will represent 
almost no instability when the arm is at resting position of 20° ABD and 0° ER. 
Nevertheless, when the arm is elevated and rotated at 60° ABD and 80° ER, the stability 
was significantly reduced.  Stability was nearly 0% for the combination of a 44% 
humeral head lesion and a 20% glenoid defect at 60° ABD and 80° ER. This reduction in 
%IT demonstrates the magnified instability from the humeral head lesion rotating onto 
the glenoid defect. Furthermore, this shows the importance of testing instability at 
multiple arm positions, so we can fully understand the relationship between bone defects 
and glenohumeral instability.  
Previous studies have reported instability in terms of % intact translation, 
horizontal reaction forces, and stability ratios.14,15 The present study reports the instability 
in term of %IT and SR. It should be noted that there was significant variability in the SR 
results.  The likely explanation for this was specimen variability, specifically variation in 
glenoid width, glenoid height, and concavity depth. While, analyzing the glenoid width 
and height the range was found to be 17.5-25.4 mm, 30-36 mm, respectively. However, 
concavity depth was found to be variable among specimens, the range was observed to be 
0.36-3.03 mm. Most similar studies have used stability ratio as the primary outcome of 
shoulder stability and have found it to be dependent on the concavity depth. Hence, the 
stability ratio should be reported along with concavity depth.25,92 Due to the variation of 
stability ratio for each specimen, the %IT was utilized as a primary outcome and a mode 
for sensitivity analysis.  
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Limitations of this study are similar to other cadaveric studies. One limitation is 
the absence of soft tissue; however, this study focused only on the geometric effects of 
the glenohumeral joint.  The mechanisms of stability due to the capsuloligamentous 
structures need to be assessed in future studies. The osseous defects created in the current 
study may not be reproduced clinically as these were created in a controlled, lab 
environment; however, this was found to be a reliable way to test the defect factors. 
Another limitation was that not all defect combinations were tested on each specimen. 
However, it is not possible to test every combination in a single specimen and the isolated 
defect data is still available in literature. 
In summary, combined bony defects lead to magnified anterior shoulder 
instability. In the setting of combined bone loss in recurrent instability, lower critical size 
thresholds are required. Humeral head defects greater than 20% of the diameter combined 
with small glenoid defects should be considered as a critical size and may need direct 
surgical intervention.  The exact management of combined defects remains unknown. 
However, the results from this study imply that humeral head defects and glenoid defects 
have different pathophysiology for instability.  Humeral head defects are intricately 
related to the rotational effect of the humeral head. Whereas, glenoid defects cause 
translational instability.  However, no study has investigated the effect of common 
treatments (i.e. anterior bone block augmentation) on combined bony defects.  This study 
is the first to provide basic science data that can be used for the treatment of combined 
bony defects and can be used to design future studies. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EFFECT OF FORCE AND CONCAVITY COMPRESSION 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Shoulder is the largest joint in the human body with a wide range of motion that 
allows us to perform many tasks on regular basis.68,93 Most of the motion is achieved 
through the glenohumeral joint of the shoulder. Any injury to this joint can lead to pain, 
labaral tears, dislocation, and bone pathology. In the past, many authors have investigated 
shoulder instability via biomechanical studies.14–16,26 These studies have facilitated in the 
better understanding of shoulder biomechanics and kinematics.  
Sometimes during these studies, the soft tissue and capsule of the shoulder are 
removed to either create defects or perform articular surface restoration.15,16 While during 
cadaveric testing, the static compression due to the removed soft tissue is absent. An axial 
compressive load directed medially is commonly applied to the humerus to mimic 
physiological restraint.28 Previously it has been shown that nearly 50 N of compressive 
force is present in the glenoid fossa when the arm is in a resting position. Consequently, 
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 most biomechanical studies have used a compressive load of 50 N.14–16 However, some 
studies have varied the compressive load between 25 N and 100 N.27,92 These different 
forces result in different boundary condition in many studies. The most commonly 
reported outcome from the shoulder biomechanical studies investigating the shoulder 
instability are horizontal reaction force, stability ratio, and translational distance to 
dislocation. Stability ratio is dependent on the compressive load as it is defined as the 
ratio of the peak horizontal reaction force (anterior) to compressive load. Lippitt et al. 
were the one to describe the effect of concavity compression and explained that the 
stability ratio is dependent on the depth of the glenoid fossa.25,92 Additionally, they 
described that the glenoid fossa cup in whenever a medial force is applied, hence 
increasing the concavity depth of the glenoid. Nevertheless, no evidence exists that 
signifies that there is an additional increase in the stability ratio than just a linear increase.  
The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of varying compressive load on 
the stability ratio of the glenohumeral joint in a cadaveric model. It was hypothesized that 
there will be an additional increase in the stability ratio as the compressive load was 
increased.   
4.2 Methods 
Eighteen fresh-frozen cadaveric shoulder specimens were obtained from donors 
between the ages of 43 and 69 years at the time of death (mean age, 57 years; 9 males and 
9 females; 9 left and 9 right shoulders). These specimens were thawed overnight at room 
temperature prior to experimentation. All specimens were inspected for any rotator cuff 
tear, fractures, contracture, osteoarthritis, or other shoulder diseases and none of them had 
any pathology. The testing method and specimen preparation for this study was adapted 
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from previous studies.16,28 Each specimen was disarticulated at the scapulothoracic joint 
proximally. The skin, subcutaneous tissue, and all soft tissues including the labrum were 
removed. The humeral shaft was then cut at a distance of 15mm distal to the humeral 
head.  
The scapula was potted with Woods metal (42.5% Bismuth Alloy, McMaster-
Carr, Cleveland, OH) in a rectangular aluminum container using a custom device to 
ensure that the face of the fossa was horizontal with the lateral 3 cm protruding. After 
potting, alignment of the superior-inferior glenoid plane was confirmed with the use of a 
digitizer (MicroScribe, Solution Technologies, Inc., Oella, MD, US). The scapula pot sat 
on top of a horizontal drive (Zaber Technologies Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada), and a 6 
degrees-of-freedom load cell (Mini45, ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC) was placed 
in between the drive and the pot (Figure 19). The load cell verified a 50 N medial force 
applied to the glenoid. The coordinate system for the glenoid was placed at the center of 
the glenoid face. The X-axis was defined perpendicular to the scapula plane and directed 
anteriorly, the Y-axis was parallel to the scapular plane directed inferiorly, and the Z-axis 
was directed upwards perpendicular to the face of glenoid fossa (Figure 2). The rotation 
around the X-axis was defined as abduction, while the rotation around the Y-axis was 
defined as external rotation. After potting the scapula, the humeral shaft was potted in 
cylindrical aluminum tubing with Woods metal. The potted end of the humeral shaft was 
mounted to the vertical jig with 3 degrees-of-freedom (Figure 19). This jig allowed free 
movement in a medial-lateral (vertical) direction via near-frictionless bearings and 
allowed for various external rotation and abduction angle combinations. A laser 
displacement sensor (Renishaw Inc., Hoffman Estate, IL), with an accuracy of 0.4 µm, 
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was attached to the vertical reaction frame to measure the medial-lateral displacement of 
the humeral head.  
 
Figure 19. Testing Simulator 
A custom-made simulator was used to dislocate the shoulder anteriorly. 
 
Before testing, neutral rotation was defined relative to the trunk, which was 
equivalent to 20° of external rotation in the scapular plane. Then, a reference (seated) 
position was defined for each arm position configuration by translating the humeral head 
7 mm along both the superior-inferior and anterior-posterior axes. The reference position 
was defined as the position at which the humeral head was most medial. This step also 
helped to precondition the specimen before testing. The testing was then performed for 
the intact condition (no defect) by translating the glenoid posteriorly at constant velocity 
of 0.5 mm/s (to minimize viscoelastic effects) under a medial centering load in order to 
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cause an anterior dislocation. Four different compressive loads of 50, 100, 150, and 200 
N were applied to simulate the static soft tissue load. The real-time readings of the forces 
and displacements were recorded via a computer using a USB data acquisition card 
(National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX) and custom-developed Lab VIEW code 
(National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX). All data was sampled at 50Hz frequency.  
Testing was completed at abduction angle (ABD) relative to the scapula, which 
was 60°. This abduction angle simulated the arm in abduction relative to the trunk at 90°. 
Additionally, the arm was kept at neutral rotation while testing for each force condition. 
For each trial, the outcome of interest was defined as the stability ratio. The stability ratio 
was calculated as the ratio of horizontal reaction force (anterior-posterior direction) and 
compressive load. Also, the stability ratio (SR) was computed as the ratio of horizontal 
reaction force to the compressive load. A balanced analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
used to identify the significance of force on the SR. A linear mixed-effects (LME) was 
then utilized to model the random effects of specimen and fixed effects of force in the 
R3.1 statistical package (R Core Team (2014), R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 
Vienna, Austria). Tukey post hoc analyses with bonferroni method was used to determine 
significance of differences between factor levels. Statistical significance was set at α = 
0.05. 
4.3 Results 
 The comparison of the stability ratio for the four levels of the force showed 
significant difference between for 100N (p<0.001), 150N (p<0.001), and 200N (p<0.001) 
from 50N compressive load. The mean and median stability ratio value for 50N, 100N, 
150N, and 200N are shown in Table IV. The changes in the stability ratio (SR) for 
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varying compressive loads. There was minimal decrease seen in stability was the force 
was increased (Figure 20). A linear regression analysis showed that the mean decrease in 
the stability ratio was 0.00017, with R-squared value of 0.57. The relationship between 
the SR and the compressive load can be determined by the equation 1 given below. The 
x0 in the equation is the mean value of SR for specimens at 50N compressive load. 
 
𝑆𝑅 = 𝑥0 − 0.00017 ∗ 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒,
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑥0 = 0.23 
Equation 1 
 
 
 
 
Table IV. The changes in the stability ratio (SR) for varying compressive loads 
 
 Compressive Load 
 50N 100N 150N 200N 
Mean 0.2330.07 0.2140.06 0.2110.07 0.2060.07 
Median 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.19 
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Figure 20. Stability Ratio Boxplot for Varying Compressive Force 
Effects of the four levels of compressive force on the stability ratio of the shoulder. 
The horizontal axis shows increasing compressive load (50N, 100N, 150N, and 
200N) and vertical axis shows the stability ratio, which is ratio of horizontal 
reaction force by compressive load. * signifies p<0.001.  
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Figure 21. Effect of Compressive Force on Each Specimen 
The stability ratio variation for each specimen due to the four levels of 
compressive load. The solid line shows the mean of all specimens and dotted 
lines shows the stability ratio for 18 specimens. 
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In order to see the variability among specimens, the stability ratio for individual 
specimen was plotted (Figure 21). The dotted line represents the result for each specimen 
and the dark solid line shows the mean for each force condition. In addition, the 
relationship between the concavity depth and the stability ratio was examined (Figure 
22). This relation was linear and described in the Equation 2 with R2 value of 0.74. The 
SRsp is the stability ratio for the subject specific measurement of the concavity depth. The 
x0 in the Equation 1 may be substituted with the SRsp when computing the SR value for 
the varying compressive force.  
 
𝑆𝑅𝑠𝑝 = 0.0881 + 0.1023 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ Equation 2 
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Figure 22. Relationship Between the Stability Ratio and Concavity Depth 
Linear relationship is shown between the concavity depth and the stability ratio at 
60° ABD and neutral rotation by a solid line. The horizontal axis shows the 
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concavity depth measured for all specimens and vertical axis shows the stability 
ratio. 
 
4.4 Discussion 
This study demonstrated that the stability ratio of the shoulder is dependent on the 
compressive force. With the increase in the compressive load, the stability ratio 
decreases, even though the decrease was minimal. This finding was contrary to our 
hypothesis that there will be a linear relationship, signifying a same stability ratio even 
when the force is increased. This is the first study to evaluate the relationship between 
compressive load and stability ratio. In addition, it was shown that stability was 
dependent on the concavity depth of the glenoid fossa.  
While, varying the compressive force it was seen that the values for the stability 
ratio decreased significantly. In order to quantify the decrease a linear regression revealed 
a very small decrease of 0.0017 with each successive increase of the compressive load.  
This demonstrates that the glenoid cartilage was deforming under the load and there 
occurred a somewhat flattening instead of the cupping effect initially thought of. Perhaps, 
this decrease was very small. So, in order to observe the trends for all specimens the plot 
in Figure 2 showed that there was a lot of variation that introduced by the specimen 
variability. In order to understand the variability of stability ratio we calculated the 
relationship between the stability ratio and concavity depth. This revealed that there is a 
linear relationship between the two, stability ratio can be computed with equation 
SR=0.10+0.08*Concavity Depth (R2=0.75). Hence, we can now understand that stability 
ratio is dependent on depth, which explains the variability seen. 
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In the past, biomechanical studies have used varying amount of compressive load, 
hence comparing stability ratio among these studies possess a challenge.15,16,27 It is 
possible to compute the stability ratio by using the reaction force reported as an outcome 
divided by the compressive force. However, it is unknown if assuming that the force has 
no effect on the stability ratio is true. A previous study that explained how concavity of 
the glenoid is related to the stability provided to the convex shape of the humeral head 
showed that increased depth of the glenoid provides more stability.25,92 Although, these 
authors were interested in evaluating the effect of the concavity on the shoulder stability; 
but they also examined this with two different forces of 50N and 100N. It was shown that 
the force required to dislocate the humerus was more for 100N compression (51N) than 
50 N (29 N). It should be noted that stability ratio for 100N compression was 0.51 and for 
50N, compression was 0.58. This shows that even though the force increased, it was not a 
proportional/linear increase. If the relationship was linear, the force for 100N 
compression would have been 58N. This shows that finding from present study are 
similar to this particular study.92 
In conclusion, the stability decrease was significant but minimal with the increase 
in the stability ratio. This shows that we should be able to compare the results from 
different studies even if a different compressive load was used for the force levels until 
200N. More importantly, the SR for any force can be computed using the equation 
provided. There was an increase in overall stability with the increasing compressive force 
as the reaction force increased but it was not a proportional increase. Moreover, the 
importance of concavity depth was pointed out to better understand the stability ratio of 
the shoulder.
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CHAPTER V 
DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIMEN-SPECIFIC FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Trauma from a fall or contact sports can often lead to shoulder injury with a loss 
of bone from either a humeral head or the glenoid.11,12,94–96 These bone injuries of the 
humeral head and the glenoid are known as Hill-Sachs defect and Bony Bankart defect, 
respectively.3,5 Multiple studies have demonstrated that there is a strong association of 
bone defects with increased risk of surgical failure.51,52,60 Furthermore, failed soft tissue 
repair leading to a repeated episode of the dislocation can escalate the bone loss.83,96 The 
bone loss from the glenoid and the humeral head is present together in the recurrent 
dislocators. The presence of these two defects in combination is also referred as 
combined defects.14 The effect of bone loss on the anterior shoulder stability has been 
studied through experimental and computational studies.14–16,27 Experimental studies have 
been used extensively to investigate the instability due to the isolated bone defects. 
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Since, it is not possible to test all the combination of various combined defects in 
a cadaveric model.14 A finite element (FE) approach can provide an advantage over the 
experimental because testing all the possible combinations can be performed. Moreover, 
bigger sample size of the target population can be tested cost effectively. Also, patient-
specific modeling can help deliver personalized medicine.97 In the past, only few studied 
have used FE analysis to understand the biomechanics of the shoulder.14,46 However, not 
all of these FE studies have performed a direct validation of the model with experimental 
results. In order to establish faith in the finite element model, it is important to validate 
the model predictions with the experimental data. 
The aim of this study was to develop three specimen-specific models of combined 
defects and validate them against the experimental data. Moreover, we compared a 
population-based model with the means of three specimen-specific models as well as 
experimental data. It was hypothesized that the models will have similar decrease pattern 
for defects as that of experimental data and the simple population-based model will also 
have similar results to that of specimen-specific FE model. 
5.2 Methods 
Before experimentation, we collected CT arthrogram images from an intact 
specimen from each of the three pathways listed in the defect creation matrix (Table II). 
The glenohumeral capsule was injected with a 20 ml of a diluted contrast agent to 
determine the bone and cartilage surfaces. These specimens for FE model were chosen 
randomly and their concavity depth and age were similar to the mean of all 18 specimens 
tested in our previous cadaveric model with 1.4mm and 57 years old. The concavity 
depth for three chosen specimen was 1.86, 1.19, and 1.68mm; also, their age was 54, 43 
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and 54 years. Also, CT of the scapula and humeral head were taken for each of these 
specimens at the end of the experimentation to obtain the defect size and orientation. 
 
Figure 23. Segmentation of Bone and Cartilage 
The bone and cartilage were manually segmented using 3-D slicer. 
 
Bone and Cartilage surfaces were segmented from the CT image data for each 
specimen using 3-D Slicer (http://www.slicer.org) as shown in Figure 23. Segmentation 
was performed with the combination of threshold paint and manual segmentation. Then, 
reconstructed surface definitions were smoothed using laplacian smoothing and iso-
parameterized to reduce the art effect of the segmentations in MeshLab (A tool developed 
by 3D-CoForm project). In order to obtain a hexahedral mesh from the STL (Stereo 
Lithography) surfaces, the surfaces were imported to IA-FEMesh (Mimx, The University 
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of Iowa) and using a building block a mesh was obtained for each surface of all models 
and was exported as an input file. Since, the outcome parameters for this study were DTD 
and SR, the mesh with an average element size of 1.5 was chosen (see Appendix II: Mesh 
Convergence Analysis). Input file for bone and cartilage mesh of individual specimen 
was imported into the Abaqus CAE (Simulia- Dassault Systèmes, Waltham, MA, USA) 
to develop a model of each specimen. Each model was setup in the assembly module with 
meshes for the bone and cartilage of the glenoid and humeral head (Figure 24). Material 
properties and section assignments were made for the cartilage with a hyperelastic neo-
Hookean material model with young’s modulus of 10 MPa. A sensitivity analysis was 
performed to evaluate the influence of material properties on both DTD and SR results. 
In addition, bones were considered rigid bodies and this assumption was based on the 
aforementioned studies.14,78  
Two different types of FE models were developed based on the Chapter II a 
population-based model was used to create anterior glenoid defect sizes oriented at 3’O 
clock position and three specimen-specific models were generated based on CT images 
obtained. Population-based model was developed from mean values for the radius of 
curvature of bone and cartilage for both glenoid and humeral head taken from a past 
study (Table I). The population-based model represented a spherical shape of the humeral 
head and thickness of the cartilage was determined from the mean values reported in the 
literature as well. The intact FE model for the present population-based model was the 
same as the one established in our previous study.78 
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Figure 24. Generation of the Mesh and FE Model  
(A) The smoothed stl surface obtained from MeshLab for the bone and cartilage of 
both the glenoid and humeral head, (B) Hexahedral mesh model assembled in 
Abaqus, (C) the specimen-specific model dislocated after a simulation, and (D) 
Simple population-based model of the glenoid and humeral head cartilage. 
 
The coordinate system was defined at the bare spot of the glenoid, similar to the 
experimental study. The model was abducted to the arm position of 20, keeping it in the 
neutral position to run the first simulation. Then, combinations of three abduction angles 
(ABD) of 20, 40, and 60 and three external rotations (ER) of 0, 40, and 80 were 
tested. For the intact condition, the home position was determined by applying a 50N 
medial compressive load at each arm position and seating the humeral head into the 
glenoid fossa. After setting each model at the home position, the dislocation simulations 
were performed by applying a 50N load and translating the humeral head anteriorly to 
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18mm.The horizontal reaction force, anterior translational displacement, and medial 
lateral displacements were recorded for each simulation. 
To create the defect size for the humeral and the glenoid the post experimentation 
CT image was used to segment both humeral head and scapula. After segmentation the 
intact, humeral and humeral with defect were imported into the MeshLab and then 
alignment was performed using point based gluing approach. The mesh alignment for 
three specimens was performed for both humeral head and glenoid with a Mesh-Mesh 
alignment error under 0.3mm. After, the alignment a cutting plane for both defects for the 
largest size created was determined. Once the cutting plane was determined, the defects 
were created in the mesh from an intact state to create four levels of the glenoid defects 
and five levels of the humeral head defects. Glenoid defects sizes created were 0%, 10%, 
20%, and 30%. In addition to the glenoid defects, the humeral head defect sizes simulated 
were 0%, 6%, 19%, 31%, and 44%. All the possible combinations of both defects were 
simulated and results from three models were compared to the combinations tested in the 
experimental study. Similar to the three specimen-specific model, the previous 
population-based simple model was used to simulate anterior glenoid and superoposterior 
humeral head defects. The results from the population-based models were then compared 
to those of an experiment study.  
Main outcomes of the study were the percent intact translation (%IT) and stability 
ratio (SR). The percent intact translation is the distance to dislocation for each 
combination normalized to the distance to dislocation of the intact condition at each arm 
position. Stability ratio was calculated as the ratio of the horizontal reaction (shear) force 
in the anterior-posterior direction to that of the compressive load. 
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5.3 Results 
The results for the comparison of stability ratio from experimental study and 
specimen-specific FE model for increasing glenoid defects combined with a 6% humeral 
head defect are shown in Figure 25. The mean stability ratio values for no glenoid defect 
condition were 0.26 and 0.38 for experimental study and specimen-specific FE model, 
respectively. A decrease was also seen with increasing the glenoid defect size for both the 
models; however, the stability ratio values did not change across all three-arm positions. 
Also, the comparison of the %IT values for the increasing glenoid defect shown in Figure 
25 for both experimental and specimen-specific model had a decreasing values for the 
percent intact translation. For experimental data, %IT values for glenoid defect sizes of 
0%, 10%, 20%, and 30% were 103.8%, 85.6%, 70.3%, and 39.8%, respectively at 40° 
ABD and 40° ER. Similarly, for specimen-specific FEA the results of % IT were 99.5%, 
94.5%, 76.7%, and 56.2 for glenoid defect sizes of 0%, 10%, 20%, and 30% combined 
with a 6% humeral head defect at 40° ABD and 40° ER, respectively. These values were 
nearly same for other two arm positions shown in Figure 26. 
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Figure 25. Comparison of Stability Ratio Results for Glenoid Defects  
The vertical axis of graph represents the stability ratio and horizontal axis shows 
the increasing glenoid defect size combined with a 6% humeral head defect. 
Stability Ratio results are shown for three arm positions: 20°ABD-0°ER (A), 
40°ABD-40°ER (B), and 60°ABD-80°ER (C). 
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Figure 26. Comparison of % Intact Translation Results for Glenoid Defects 
The vertical axis of graph represents the % Intact translation and horizontal axis 
shows the increasing glenoid defect size combined with a 6% humeral head defect. 
Stability Ratio results are shown for three arm positions: 20°ABD-0°ER (A), 
40°ABD-40°ER (B), and 60°ABD-80°ER (C). 
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The results of stability ratio for the increasing humeral head defects combined 
with a 20% glenoid defect showed a decrease in the stability ratio values at 60° ABD and 
80° ER. However, at 20° ABD and 0° ER, the stability ratio did not decrease with 
increasing humeral head defect (Figure 27). SR values at 20° ABD and 0° ER for defect 
sizes 0%, 6%, 19%, 31%, and 44% were 0.166, 0.148, 0.159, 0.19.1, and 0.185, 
respectively for the cadaveric model. For specimen-specific model the SR for defect sizes 
0%, 6%, 19%, 31%, and 44% were 0.299, 0.298, 0.297, 0.281, and 0.297, respectively at 
20° ABD and 0° ER. At 60° ABD and 80° ER, the stability ratio values for the cadaveric 
model due to defect sizes of 0%, 6%, 19%, 31%, and 44% were 0.183, 0.162, 0.162, 
0.114, and 0.0, respectively. Also, for the specimen-specific FE model, the SR values at 
60° ABD and 80° ER were 0.303, 0.283, 0.318, 0.206, and 0.0 for humeral defect sizes of 
0%, 6%, 19%, 31%, and 44%, respectively. Additionally, the %IT for cadaveric model 
due to defect sizes 0%, 6%, 19%,31%, and 44% was 73.7%, 70.0%, 48.6%, 26.6%, and 
0.0%, receptively at 60° ABD and 80° ER. %IT for the specimen-specific FEA at 60° 
ABD and 80° ER was 70.5%, 73.8%, 46.7%, 20.7%, and 0% for humeral defect sizes of 
0%, 6%, 19%,31%, and 44%, respectively (Figure 28). 
In order to see the validity of the individual specimen-specific model, results from 
the respective cadaver specimens were compared (see Figure 29, Figure 30, and Figure 
31). Specimen 14 (SP-14) results shown are for increasing glenoid defect combined with 
a 6% humeral head defect at 40° ABD and 40° ER. Decrease for the %IT and SR was 
seen and similar values were seen for %IT for smaller defects. Overall, similar decreasing 
trends were observed for both SR and %IT. Results for specimen 16 (SP16) are shown in 
Figure 30 for a 20% glenoid defect combined with increasing humeral defects at 40° 
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ABD and 40° ER. The value for %IT for 44% humeral head defect decreased for both the 
experiment and specimen-specific model. No change was seen in the values of SR for 
increasing defect size for both models. However, the specimen-specific model over 
predicted the SR. Finally, the comparison of the specimen-specific model and 
experimental data revealed similar values for the %IT for increasing humeral head defect 
combined with a 30% glenoid defect. The value for %IT decreased from 50% (6% 
humeral defect) to ~35% for 44% humeral head defect. The value for SR for each defect 
condition was within the range of 10-15% (Figure 31). 
Comparisons of the cadaveric model, specimen-specific FE model, and 
population-based (simple) model are shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33. The graph’s 
horizontal axis shows the increasing size of either a humeral head defect or a glenoid 
defect. The vertical axis represents the %IT value, and a 100% value is equivalent to 
intact (no defect) condition. The results from three different arm positions are plotted to 
understand the variation among all three models. Results for the largest glenoid defect 
(30%) had %IT value around 40% for all models. Similarly, the 44% humeral head defect 
had a % intact translation value of nearly 0-2% for all three models at arm position of 60° 
ABD and 80° ER.  
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Figure 27. Comparison of Stability Ratio Results for Humeral Defects 
The vertical axis of graph represents the stability ratio and horizontal axis shows 
the increasing humeral head defect size combined with a 20% glenoid defect. 
Stability Ratio results are shown for three arm positions: 20°ABD-0°ER (A), 
40°ABD-40°ER (B), and 60°ABD-80°ER (C). 
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Figure 28. Comparison of % Intact Translation Results for Humeral Defects 
The vertical axis of graph represents % intact translation and horizontal axis shows 
the increasing humeral head defect size combined with a 20% glenoid defect. 
Stability Ratio results are shown for three arm positions: 20°ABD-0°ER (A), 
40°ABD-40°ER (B), and 60°ABD-80°ER (C). 
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Figure 29. Comparison of Results for Cadaveric and Specimen-Specific 
Model for Specimen 14 
Percent intact translation (A) and Stability ratio (B) results of the specimen 14 
for increasing size of the glenoid defect combined with a 6% humeral head 
defect. Comparison of experimental results with specimen-specific model 
reveals similar decreasing trends. 
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Figure 30. Comparison of Results for Cadaveric and Specimen-Specific 
Model for Specimen 16 
Percent intact translation (A) and Stability ratio (B) results of the specimen 14 for 
increasing size of the humeral head defect combined with a 20% glenoid defect. 
Comparison of experimental results with specimen-specific model reveals similar 
decreasing trends. 
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Figure 31. Comparison of Results for Cadaveric and Specimen-Specific 
Model for Specimen 18 
Percent intact translation (A) and Stability ratio (B) results of the specimen 14 for 
increasing size of the humeral head defect combined with a 30% glenoid defect. 
Comparison of experimental results with specimen-specific model reveals similar 
decreasing trends. 
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Figure 32. Comparison of Cadaveric and Both FE Models for Glenoid Defects 
Results from the cadaveric model, specimen-specific model, and population-based 
model are shown as columns. Results for %IT are shown for increasing size of the 
glenoid defect combined with a 6% humeral head defect. 
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Figure 33. Comparison of Cadaveric and Both FE Models for Humeral 
Defects 
Results from the cadaveric model, specimen-specific model, and population-based 
model are shown as columns. Results for %IT are shown for increasing size of the 
humeral head defect combined with a 20% glenoid defect. 
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5.4 Discussion  
This study is the first to examine the importance of patient-specific shoulder 
models to evaluate the anterior instability related to bone defects. The important finding 
of this study is the validation of the specimen-specific model to the experimental data for 
predicting the percent intact translation and stability ratio. More importantly, it was 
shown that the population-based FE (simple) model of the glenohumeral joint can predict 
the instability similar to the cadaveric model as well as specimen-specific model. 
Population-based model was able to reproduce the instability effect throughout the range 
of the motion envelope. However, it over predicted the instability effect for large humeral 
head defects (>20%), which could be due to the spherical shape of the humeral head as 
seen in CHAPTER II model. Hence, it can now be utilized to understand the 
glenohumeral instability across the range of motion. The validation of population-based 
model along with specimen-specific model across the range of motion signifies that 
patient-specific modelling may not be needed in all cases to estimate the instability 
threshold to develop surgical decision-making tool.  
The results for the stability ratio were comparable to the past studies and the 
trends were similar.14–16 However, it should be pointed out that the finite element model 
over predicted the stability ratio when compared to the experimental data. This could 
origin from variation in material properties of the cartilage or some inclusion of the 
labrum during segmentation. Therefore, sensitivity analyses were performed to observe 
the changes in outcome variables due to material property and scapular inclination. It was 
found that both material properties and scapular inclination effect the SR and %IT was 
not affected a lot (see Appendix VII: Sensitivity Analysis for the Finite Element Model). 
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However, results due to the variation of both parameters were close to the range seen for 
experimental data and the relative decrease for outcome variables was similar in each 
case for increasing defect sizes. Since, labrum and capsule are connected; sometimes it 
can be difficult to distinguish the boundary between the two, this could be another 
explanation for the SR increase. Overall, the increase in the size of the glenoid defect led 
to the decrease in the SR. The decreasing trend was linear for both the cadaveric model 
and FE models. Unlike the glenoid defect, the stability ratio was reduced only for the 
44% humeral head defect at apprehension position. Overall agreement between the 
models developed to test our hypothesis now enable us to use simple population-based 
model to estimate instability for any mid-range defect size not tested in this study.  
Although the SR had similar decrease trend for stability of the joint, %IT of FE 
models had a good agreement with the cadaveric model. %IT was reduced to for smaller 
combination of the glenoid and humeral head defects. Similar to our previous study, the 
instability due to the humeral defect was dependent on the size of the defect as well as 
arm position. This signifies the rotational instability caused due to the humeral head, 
which needs to be considered if a patient performs overhead activities on daily basis. In 
addition, glenoid defects lead to translational instability which is proportional to the 
amount of bone loss and is unaffected by the changes in arm position. These finding were 
similar to those shown in the previous chapters II and III 
Since, the specimen-specific and population-based FE models were validated; 
they can be used to further test smaller increments of defects sizes between the critical 
thresholds for defects determined in the previous Chapter shown by the gray color 
shading in Table III above. In addition to testing a smaller defect combination, the 
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population-based model can be expanded to investigate the contact stress in the cartilage 
due to the engaging Hill-Sachs defect. Moreover, in future we can improve the 
population-based FE model with an ellipsoidal humeral head. There were limitations 
associated with this study, which includes the absence of soft tissue, through osteotomy 
cuts were made for defect creation that is not seen physiologically, however these trough 
cuts are reproducible in any specimen.  
In conclusion, we were able to show that a population-based simple FE model can 
be used to predict instability due to combined defects. This model was able to show us 
the loss in stability due to bony defects and its effect across the range of motion similar to 
the cadaveric model. However, the population-based model over predicted the stability 
for larger humeral defects only which could be due to the spherical shape leading to a 
larger defect size. This signifies that instead of using specimen-specific modelling for 
shoulder surgery decision making, a simple population-based model can be used.  In 
addition, probabilistic approach could be used to expand the functionality of the present 
population-based model in future.   
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
This research took the lead to develop a comprehensive model of the anterior 
instability of the shoulder seen clinically. The aim of this work was to understand the 
changes in shoulder biomechanics due to the presence of combined bone defects. The 
overall goal was to determine the threshold at which the joint will be significantly 
unstable and will require soft tissue repairing along with restoration of a bony defect. It 
was hypothesized that the combined defects of the glenoid and humeral head with smaller 
size will have an increased instability effect. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that there 
exists a relationship between the two defects and arm position. In order to test the 
hypothesis a simple population-based FE model was developed. Then, a custom shoulder 
dislocation simulator was designed and developed to quantify the effect of combined 
bony defects of the humeral head and glenoid on the anterior instability. In addition, a
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cadaveric model was designed to test the effect of combined defects and three defect 
creation pathways were chosen to maximize the defect combinations in cadavers 
(CHAPTER III).  
Since it has been established in the literature that an isolated glenoid defect size 
greater than the 25% of the glenoid width needs to be surgically augmented with a bone 
graft.3,15 A finite element model representing a sample of population data was developed 
and validated against a past study that investigated the loss of anterior-interior stability 
due to isolated glenoid defect. Additionally, another study reported that an isolated 
humeral head defects greater than 31% of its diameter need attention along with soft 
tissue fixation.16 This study was used to validate the population-based FE model of 
anterior-inferior instability for isolated humeral head defects (CHAPTER II). After 
validation of this FE model for both isolated defects, combined defects were simulated 
with the arm abducted at 45° and 90° (humero-thoracic) and a range of external rotation. 
A linear relationship was observed between the two defects signifying that results for any 
combination of defects can be estimated just from the individual isolated defect. This was 
due to the loss of translational stability of the glenoid bone loss and rotational instability 
due to the humeral head defect. The additive instability may also be due to the spherical 
shape of the glenoid and humeral head, two defects combined together led to magnified 
instability. Results from this FE model helped us design the cadaveric model (Aim II) 
with a clinical relevant anterior located glenoid defect. 
A radiographic study reported that the glenoid bone loss previously thought to be 
at the anterior-interior aspect was later found to be at orientation of 3:01 on the glenoid 
clock face, which is a purely anterior defect.98 So, in the cadaveric model we created the 
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clinically found anterior glenoid defect combined with a superior-posterior humeral 
defect to investigate the anterior instability for an envelope of motion. The testing was 
performed at the glenohumeral abduction angles of 20°, 40°, and 60°, with external 
rotation angles of 0°, 40°, and 80°. It was observed that the results for isolated defects 
were similar to prior studies. In addition, it was observed that an isolated 20% defect had 
a %IT value of nearly 74%. However, a combination of two smaller defects (10% glenoid 
+ 19% humeral defect) led to a %IT value of 69%. This finding was significant, as 
previous anecdotal evidence have suggested that smaller glenoid defect (10-15%) in 
combination with a small humeral defect can lead to a significant loss in the shoulder 
stability. This explains why sometimes just a soft tissue tightening might not be 
sufficient, so a bone block placement at anterior glenoid with coracoid (Latarjet repair) 
may be an optimal fixation technique in this case. This study is the first to quantify the 
effect of the combined defects in a cadaveric model (CHAPTER II). 
While other outcome variable of interest for cadaveric study was SR, a lot of 
variability was observed in the SR among specimens. Significant reduction in SR 
occurred due to the glenoid bone loss greater than the 20%. Moreover, humeral head 
defects greater than 31% also reduced SR. In order to explain the variation in SR, the 
relationship between the stability ratio and concavity depth of the glenoid was examined. 
It was noted that the SR and concavity depth had a linear relationship (CHAPTER IV). 
This was another significant finding as many years ago by Lippitt el al. also showed a 
same relationship.92 Since, SR is the most commonly reported outcome so it is 
recommended that while investigating the shoulder instability that both distance to 
dislocation and SR along with concavity depth are reported. The concavity depth can be 
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measured from either a radiograph or just looking at the medial-lateral displacement 
curve. 
It should be noted that it is important to report both SR and DTD/%IT in 
biomechanical studies since sometimes for even larger humeral head defects no change is 
seen for SR (see Figure 27 B). This happens because the resistive force is primarily due 
to the curvature of the glenoid, underestimating the effect of humeral defects. However, 
the %IT acts as a sensitivity outcome variable to describe the instability in terms of loss 
of contact, which is not observed from SR results. Since, the glenoid defects cause 
translational instability and the humeral head defects cause rotational instability, it leads 
to variation in results reported in terms of SR and %IT (Figure 27 and Figure 28). Also, 
the SR has a lot of variability due to the specimen-specificity and is a function of 
concavity depth, making it harder to normalize. Meanwhile, the DTD does not seem to 
vary among specimens and it can be normalized with respect to the intact condition to 
obtain %IT. It is thus recommended that at least both SR and DTD must be reported 
together. If possible, reporting concavity depth may be useful to establish the relationship 
between SR and concavity depth. 
 Furthermore, we wanted to investigate how the variation in compressive load 
affects the cartilage mechanics and would eventually affect the SR (CHAPTER IV). In 
order to test the changes in SR due to compressive load, we tested all specimens at four 
levels of the force (50N, 100N, 150N, and 200N) at 60° ABD and neutral rotation. A 
minimal decrease in SR was observed which signified the cartilage did not cup in as 
previously perceived by Lippitt et al., which they refer as a concavity compression 
effect.25 Overall, joint stability increased as more horizontal reaction force was required 
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to dislocate the shoulder due to additional compression load. However, the increase was 
not linear as the SR was reduced. This decrease was significant yet so small that we can 
still compare the SR results among various past studies even though they used a different 
compressive load. If needed, the change in SR due to compressive load can also be 
computed using the relation established (SR = 0.23 - 0.00017 * Force).  
Since the results of the cadaveric model (Aim II) were similar to the population-
based model for anterior-inferior instability, the same model was adapted from aim I to 
develop a population-based anterior instability model (Aim III). Therefore, another 
important part of this study was developing and comparing specimen-specific and 
population-based FE model for the combined defects with experimental data and 
establish if there is a need for specimen-specific modeling (CHAPTER V). In order to 
answer this question, we developed three sample-specific FE models as well as a simple 
population-based FE model, which were later compared against experimental data. After 
creating anterior glenoid defect sizes in both FE models along with humeral defects, all 
the defect combinations were tested for the envelope of motion and outcome variables 
(SR and %IT) were recorded. For specimen-specific models three specimens were 
randomly selected, each from one of the defect creation pathway was selected. Those 
chosen specimens were segmented and meshed to generate three specimen-specific 
models. Similar to the cadaveric model, all combinations of bony defects were tested in 
both FE models at the same envelope of arm positions. Means of the specimen-specific as 
well as population-based model were similar to those from experimental data for the 
%IT. However, the SR was over predicted for the FE model, which could be due to 
material properties or segmentation error leading to inclusion of labrum, even scapular 
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inclination error. Therefore, sensitivity analyses were performed to quantify the effect of 
material properties and scapular inclination (see Appendix VII). It was observed that both 
these parameters effect SR, however the results had similar relative changes and results 
were in the range of experimental data. In addition, the decreasing trends for both 
cadaveric and FE model were similar to the increasing glenoid defect as well as the 
humeral head defect. Hence, the specimen-specific model was validated against the 
experimental data. 
Additionally, the comparison of the population-based (simple) model with the 
experimental data and specimen-specific model revealed that the results for the 
population model were similar to other two models throughout the range of motion. 
However, at apprehension position the larger humeral head defects over predicted the 
instability. This might be due to the spherical shape of the humeral head; a similar trend 
was also observed in chapter II during validation of FE model against literature data. 
Results from population-based model showed a translational instability loss due to the 
glenoid defect. Similar to the experimental model, the humeral head lead to rotational 
instability for the population-based model. This shows that the population-based model 
was able to predict the instability at every arm position tested. In addition, we can 
conclude that specimen-specific modeling is not always required when we need to 
estimate the instability for the envelope of motion. Also, we were able to establish a 
critical defect threshold similar to the cadaveric model that will need to be addressed 
along with the soft tissue repair.  
In 2007, the Instability Shoulder Index Score (ISIS) was established for surgical 
decision-making. This score is based on the age, if a person plays contact sports, if a 
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person participates in competitive sports, presence of hyperlaxity, loss of glenoid contour 
on anteroposterior radiograph, and Hill-Sachs lesion visible on external rotation. If a 
score of 6 or greater is recorded for a patient, it is recommended that an open procedure, 
such as Latarjet, should be performed along with soft tissue repair to avoid redislocation. 
Similarly, results from our cadaveric and FE model showed that a significant loss of 
stability due to bony defects with smaller lesions, which are generally left untreated. 
Based on ISIS grading, a patient with the defects of the glenoid and humeral head 
articular surface will lead to a score value of 4 and this can also be predicted using the 
population-based FE model. Additionally, if that patient plays competitive sports or is 
less than 20 years old, then the score becomes 6 and the patient is a candidate for an open 
procedure. More importantly, our instability model is able to predict the major 
components of the ISIS. Since our model showed a significant correlation between the 
concavity depth and stability of the glenohumeral joint, studying the concavity depth in a 
clinical study may help us understand if concavity can also be an instability predictor.   
The limitation of this study was the lack of soft tissue and that of any cadaveric 
study. Also, the labrum was resected in our study because it flattens out after few trials. 
Past studies have already studied the biomechanics of labrum and we know that it 
provides additional stability. Another limitation was that the dislocations were performed 
in a quasi-static approach. However, most dislocation occur while performing an active 
task so it will be important to perform these tests in a dynamic simulation. Regarding the 
FE models, the lack of soft issue was a limitation and for population-based model, the 
humeral head was chosen to be a sphere. In addition, registration markers were not used 
in this study since due to the loss of bone there was not much surface area to place 
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markers. So, using marker before imaging and testing in the future will insure a better 
alignment of the model with the testing setup. 
Overall, this research has the potential to help surgeons in making decision for the 
treatment strategies for bone defects. Validation of the population-based model was a 
significant step forward as we can use the same model with an ellipsoidal humeral head 
in the future.  Most importantly, this model can be used in future to test smaller defect 
combination within the critical defect threshold. In addition, the population-based model 
can be expanded by adding some ligaments and perform dynamic simulations Moreover, 
this model can be utilized to test different location of the humeral head defects since no 
study has investigated that. In addition, we can estimate stress in the cartilage in presence 
of humeral head defects and even perform a predictive study to measure the stress on 
screws after bone block placement. There was other important finding like the correlation 
of the concavity depth with stability of the shoulder joint. This information can further be 
used to design clinical studies in future to measure the changes in concavity depth of 
patients in the affected side than the contralateral side. We were able to develop a 
comprehensive shoulder pathology model that can explain the changes in static stability 
based on the size and combination of the bone defects. 
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Appendix I: Determining the Point of Dislocation  
The dislocation point is the point at which the humeral head comes off the 
glenoid. The distance traveled by the humeral head during translation step from the initial 
point until the point of dislocation is called the distance to dislocation. The graphs were 
plotted with the data sets of distance of the humerus in anterior direction on horizontal 
axis of the graph and distance of the humerus in lateral direction on vertical axis of the 
graph. Then we pick the maximum value on the y-axis, corresponding to that point x 
value was selected. The corresponding point on the x-axis is the point of dislocation and 
distance from zero until that point is defined as the distance to dislocation as shown in 
Figure A1-1 below. It can be seen from the figure that the distance to dislocation is 13.1 
mm. This was the point where the horizontal reaction force becomes zero. 
 
Figure A1-1. Force and Displacement Curve for Dislocation Test 
Medial/lateral displacement of humerus, dislocation point, and anterior reaction 
force acting on humeral head during the translation of humerus in an anterior 
direction. 
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Appendix II: Mesh Convergence Analysis  
For selecting the appropriate mesh, we ran a mesh convergence study with 
different number of elements for the whole model and different number of elements 
across the thickness. To find the converging point for the mesh study we compared 
changes in values of peak reaction force with respect to the number of elements in the 
model, but the changes were negligible. Then to find the converging point for the mesh 
study we compared changes in the maximum values of von Mises stress with respect to 
the number of elements in the model. Then selection for the mesh was based on the 
convergence point shown in the figure below. 
 
Figure A2-1. Mesh Convergence Analysis 
Mesh convergence for maximum von Mises stress (A), and Peak reaction force (B). 
Point of convergence for the mesh study is shown by the red circle. 
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On the horizontal axis of the graph, we plotted the number of elements and on the 
vertical axis max. von Mises stress was plotted. From the results, we selected 5 elements 
across the thickness of the cartilage and about 7360 number of elements. This point is 
described as the point of convergence, as indicated by the downward red arrow on the 
Figure A2-1. After this point, there is not much variation in values of the max. von. Mises 
stress it can be said that convergence is achieved. 
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Appendix III: Development of the Custom Dislocation Simulator 
A custom mechanical device was fabricated to have a simple design and perform 
shoulder dislocation testing similar to those described by previous authors (Figure A6-
1) 15,28,99. The device was capable of performing a controlled dislocation while 
maintaining a constant joint compression force. This device consisted of a horizontal 
linear drive system with an encoder and controller (Zaber Technologies 
Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada) and a vertical reaction frame was constructed out of 
specialty aluminum tubing designed to be rigid, yet lightweight (80/20 Inc., Columbia 
City, IN).  The vertical reaction frame is attached to the horizontal base and moves 
freely in a vertical direction due to frictionless bearings. The humerus is potted on the 
vertical reaction frame with abduction and rotation jig using a round tubing. This reaction 
frame has motion in 5 degrees-of-freedom, which could be constrained after joint 
position was set for the experiment. It can move both sagittally and coronally using the 
YZ table adjustments. This custom frame allowed us to easily dial in any abduction angle 
by changing the screw position. Moreover, the external rotation angle could be set easily 
using a fixture with guided angle markings. Weight was directly applied on the abduction 
and rotation jig to control the compression force (also illustrated in Figure A3-1 below). 
The vertical reaction frame had an optical linear sensor (Renishaw Inc., Illinois, IL) 
mounted on the side to precisely measure the translation in a vertical direction, 
as the sensor has an accuracy of 0.4 µm.  
The horizontal drive sat on top of an aluminum plate that allows rotation of the 
drive in anterior, anteroinferior, and inferior directions through a pivot joint (Figure A3-
2). The rotation was being controlled regardless of which side of the shoulder (right or 
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left) was involved. This flexibility provided us the ability to perform a controlled 
dislocation in any of the directions mentioned above. A 6 degrees-of-freedom load cell 
(Mini45, ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC) was rigidly fixed on top of the 
drive. The load cell reading provided the values for the constant compressive load 
(vertical force) applied by free weight as well as the maximum force (horizontal force) 
required to dislocate the joint. On top of the load cell, an aluminum plate was rigidly 
fixed, which held the scapula pot firmly (Figure A3-3). This plate allowed the rotation 
of the scapula pot over 360 around its center, which gave us the flexibility to position the 
scapula in any direction to perform a dislocation (Figure A3-3). The flexibility of this 
device was very advantageous to test any response variable effectively with minimal 
setup time.   
 
Figure A3-1. Custom-made dislocation device 
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Mechanical tester used to cause the shoulder dislocation 
 
 
Figure A3-2. Exploded View of the Drive Mounting Fixture 
The sliding base plate was attached to horizontal frame made of 80-20 tubing, 
which allowed the sliding. The pivot joint holes shown in the figure allowed the 
free rotation of the drive. Holes at the bottom of sliding base plate allowed the 
fixation of the drive at every 45 interval. The drive was fixed to the drive 
mounting plate by screws. 
 
The device was calibrated to deliver compressive loads of 
25, 50, 100 and 200 N using a free linear bearing and putting weights directly on top of 
abduction jig for humerus (Figure A3-1). Four levels of compressive load were achieved 
by altering the weight on the vertical reaction frame. Uniform application of load was 
verified with load cell reading in the z-direction. Real-time readings of forces and 
displacements were shown in a custom-developed LabVIEW code (National Instruments 
Corp., Austin, TX). The horizontal drive was connected to a USB data acquisition card 
(National Instruments), along with the optical displacement sensor for the vertical 
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reaction frame. All of the data was recorded in a computer by connecting the data 
acquisition card through the USB connection. The custom LabVIEW code gave us the 
flexibility of choosing either a displacement control or a force control trial. During force 
control, the horizontal drive could generate a thrust force within the range of 1 N to 500 
N. Custom features of this mechanical device helped in reducing the testing time, as 
different test positions could be manually set in less than a minute. In contrast, when 
using an automated control, setting up the desired joint position has to be programmed 
and it takes more time than that of manual positioning. In automated control, a program 
crash could also add more debugging time. Hence increasing the total testing time. The 
easy plug-and-play feature of this device led to less testing time, which also helped with 
tissue integrity as the specimen is not exposed to the elements for long periods.   
 
Figure A3-3. Exploded View of the Scapula Pot Fixture 
The rectangular scapula pot had a round base attached to it and the pivot joint of the 
round base and base plate allowed 360º rotation of the pot for alignment. Smaller 
holes at the bottom, of the base plate were created to mount the load cell. 
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Appendix IV: Verification of the Custom Simulator 
To assess the reproducibility of our apparatus, we utilized the distance to 
dislocation and the stability ratio (SR max) as our outcome variables to study and tested 
at 30, 60, and 90 degrees of external rotation and 30, 60, and 90 degrees of abduction. 
The distance to dislocation was the horizontal translation the humerus traveled before it 
dislocated. The SR max was the ratio of the horizontal force to the vertical compressive 
force. The horizontal force was the contact force between the humerus and the scapula, 
while the vertical compressive force was standardized to 50 N. Scapulae and humeri 
made of Sawbones were potted in metal chambers and stabilized with Wood’s metal. 
Two different left scapula and humerus combinations and two different right scapula and 
humerus combinations were used. After each test, the Wood’s metal was melted and the 
scapula was re-potted for five times on each side. A linear drive was used to create a 
constant velocity and the travel distance was recorded throughout the whole trial until 
dislocation occurred.  
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Figure A4-1. Results from Repeatability Study 
Shoulder Dislocation Simulator (A), Distance to dislocation results of the right and 
left shoulder (B), and Stability ratio results of right and left shoulder (C). 
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For the right sawbones, the mean distance to dislocation was 10.74 mm with a 
standard deviation of 1.25 mm.  The stability ratio was 25% with a 3% standard 
deviation. For the left, the mean distance to dislocation was 16.69 mm with a standard 
deviation of 0.96 mm. The stability ratio was 44% with a standard deviation of 3% 
(Figure A4-1). 
The shoulder dislocation simulator was fabricated similarly to those described by 
previous authors.15,99 This shoulder dislocation simulator is capable of performing a 
controlled dislocation while maintaining a constant joint compression force. This 
validation study shows that our shoulder dislocation simulator produces reproducible 
results. The distance to dislocation and stability ratio varied very little among the five 
right and the five left scapulae that we tested, as evidenced by the low standard deviation. 
Having validated our shoulder dislocation simulator using Sawbones, it can be 
used with a cadaver model to help inform a surgeon’s decision process regarding best 
possible surgical interventions for any glenohumeral defect combinations.  
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Appendix V: Effects of Misalignment of the Scapula 
 Multidirectional instability can result due to multiple factors like the increased 
retroversion, a hypoplastic posteroinferior rim, and decreased scapular abduction during 
arm elevation. Biomechanical studies are often used to understand the changes in the 
shoulder biomechanics. During a biomechanical study setup, misalignment of the scapula 
can occur leading to anterior or posterior tilt, which is rotation around the glenoid height 
(superior-inferior axis) as shown in Figure1. In past only one study has investigated the 
effect of scapular inclination. However, to our knowledge there is no other study that has 
evaluated the influence of scapular misalignment/tilt. This study aimed to understand the 
relationship between glenoid tilt/misalignment and glenohumeral joint stability. We 
hypothesized that the shoulder stability would not change with variation in very small 
variations of glenoid tilt. 
Eight fresh-frozen cadaveric specimens were tested using a custom dislocation 
simulator. The specimens were thawed overnight and dissected before experimentation. 
All experiments were performed at glenohumeral abduction angle of 60°and 0° external 
rotation. After potting the scapula in a rectangular box, a line was drawn on glenoid from 
superior to inferior aspect of the glenoid. This line represented the height of the glenoid 
and was determined by using circumcircles. After the glenoid superior-inferior aspect 
was aligned parallel to the Y-axis of the simulator, it was then verified using a 
MicroScribe digitizer. However, the accuracy of a MicroScribe is 0.3mm, so we chose a 
3° tilt for both anterior (red) and posterior (blue), because it represented three standard 
deviation of the error (“d”) that can occur as shown in Figure A5-1.  
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Figure A5-1: Scapular Misalignment or Tilt 
Different orientations of the glenoid fossa tilt, black shows the normal tilt at 0°, red 
glenoid shows the 3° anterior tilt, and the blue glenoid is the 3° posterior tilt 
evaluated in this study, d represents two standard deviations of error that occurred 
on each side. 
 
Distance to dislocation and stability ratio was the primary measurement for every 
trial. Each experiment comprised of translating the glenoid in a posterior direction to 
cause an anterior dislocation. Firstly, experiment was performed in the right orientation 
verified by a MicroScribe shown as black. Then, both an anterior or posterior tilt was 
performed at 3° in a randomized manner. A centering medial load of 50N was applied on 
the humeral head, which was kept constant throughout each trial. This compressive load 
simulated the static load of soft tissue that was removed for this study. Translational 
distance of the glenoid and medial-lateral displacement of the humeral head, along with 
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horizontal reaction force were recorded for every trial. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
was performed with statistical significance set at p <0.05. 
Table A5-1: Changes in distance to dislocation, reaction force, and stability ratio 
for different glenoid orientations (mean and standard deviation). 
Tilt Orientation 
Distance to 
Dislocation (mm) 
Force (N) 
Stability Ratio 
(Force/50) 
3° Anterior 10.98 ± 2.12 11.89 ± 3.44 0.24 ± 0.07 
0° Normal 11.36 ± 2.16 12.47 ± 3.45 0.25 ± 0.07 
3° Posterior 11.09 ± 2.20 12.42 ± 3.73 0.25 ± 0.07 
p-value 0.937 0.936 0.937 
 
 
The distance to dislocation for each specimen was determined as the point at 
which the tangential reaction force was zero. The distance to dislocation was similar at all 
three orientations. The results from ANOVA showed no effect on distance to dislocation 
for change in glenoid orientation (Table A5-1). Similarly, the results for reaction force 
and stability ratio had same mean values. The stability ratio for normal, 3° anterior, and 
3° posterior tilt were 0.25 ± 0.07, 0.24 ± 0.07, and 0.25 ± 0.07, respectively. Change in 
tilt or glenoid orientation mismatch did not affect any measured variable. 
To our knowledge, no study has evaluated the effect of glenoid tilt. The present 
study demonstrated that the small mismatch in the glenoid alignment (tilt) did not affect 
the shoulder stability in terms of both translation and stability ratio. These findings were 
in agreement with our hypothesis. This study examined the sensitivity of the scapula 
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alignment during potting process for a biomechanical experiment. In conclusion, a 
digitizer device like MicroScribe can be used to verify the scapula potting. 
This study demonstrated that very small variation in glenoid tilt does not affect 
the stability of shoulder. 
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Appendix VI: Implementation Details of Modelling Components 
Material properties: The cartilage was modeled as a hyperelastic material with nearly 
incompressible properties and Bones were assumed a rigid body. The values for young’s 
modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) were defined as 10 MPa and 0.4, respectively.14,100 
The nonlinear behavior of the material can be seen in the Figure A5-1. The strain energy 
equation for a Neo-Hookean material response was defined as below: 
 
For Abaqus CAE: the strain energy equation was defined as below 
∅ = 𝐶1(𝐼1̅ − 3) + 
1
𝐷10
(𝐽 − 1)2 
(1) 
So, 𝐷10 =  
1
𝐷1
=
2
𝜅
 (1) 
 
The calculated values for the material constants are given in table A6-1. 
 
TABLE A6-1. Constants for material properties of cartilage 
Constants Values 
C1 1.79 
D1 8.33 
D10 0.12 
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Figure A6-1. Material behavior for a uniaxial test 
 
 Interaction properties: Two different sets for rigid body coupling between bone and 
cartilage of the glenoid and humerus were created. The interaction between the two 
cartilages was defined as a surface-to-surface contact with frictionless contact having a 
tangential behavior. An Augmented Lagrangian multiplier method was used to enforce 
the nonlinear penalty for contact pressure optimization. Also, surface-to-surface 
discretization provides more accurate stress and pressure results. The equations below 
show the Lagrangian method to calculate the tangent stiffness (Kt). 
 Steps for Simulation: In the step module, we created three different steps for simulating 
our experiment. Different steps were defined as Contact, Loading, and Translation. In the 
contact step, the humerus cartilage comes in contact with the glenoid cartilage (moves in 
y-direction). At the loading step a constant compressive force was applied at the humerus 
rigid body directed towards the lateral side (y-direction) of the shoulder (only rotations 
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are constrained). In the final step the humerus translates in the x-direction i.e. the anterior 
inferior position of the shoulder and y-direction is free with rest of the degree of 
freedoms (dof’s) constrained. The nonlinear geometry option (Nlgeom) was kept on for 
every step of the simulation. This analysis was a quasi-static analysis with a displacement 
control under a constant load (50N) to mimic the cadaveric study done by Kaar et al.16 
The full Newton-Raphson method was used as a solver method. This method is a 
combination of incremental and iterative process. In this, the tangent stiffness matrix is 
calculated such that the residual (g) is reduced to zero.  
Boundary conditions: The boundary conditions set for each step was different. During 
the contact step the humerus coupling was moved 1.2 mm in lateral direction (y-
direction) to make a contact with the glenoid surface, and all other dof’s were 
constrained. In the loading step, a compressive force in y-direction was applied keeping 
all the translation free and rotations constrained. In the final step of translation, the 
humeral head was translated 17 mm in the anterior-inferior direction (x-direction) having 
the translation free in y-direction and rest of the movements and rotations were 
constrained. Boundary conditions for the humeral head coupling were different for 
individual step. However, coupling between the glenoid cartilage and the glenoid rigid 
bone point was encastered to restrict movement in all directions for every step of the 
simulation (Table 6A-2). The compressive force of 50N was applied on the humeral head 
and was kept constant until the shoulder dislocated. It has been reported that 50 N is the 
nominal force need for the shoulder to dislocate and it has been used in many shoulder 
studies as a standardized force.14,16,28,78  
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TABLE A6-2. Boundary conditions for individual step of the simulation 
STEPS: Contact Loading Translation 
Glenoid BC’s 
Ux,= Uy = Uz = 0,  
Ɵx = Ɵy = Ɵz = 0 
Ux,= Uy = Uz = 0,  
Ɵx = Ɵy = Ɵz = 0 
Ux,= Uy = Uz = 0,  
Ɵx = Ɵy = Ɵz = 0 
    
Humeral Head BC’s 
Ux,= Uz = 0, Uy = 1.2, 
Ɵx = Ɵy = Ɵz = 0 
Ɵx = Ɵy = Ɵz = 0 
Ux,= 17, Uz = 0, Uy = free 
Ɵx = Ɵy = Ɵz = 0 
Where, U is the translation and Ɵ is the rotation 
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Appendix VII: Sensitivity Analysis for the Finite Element Model 
To understand the variation in the results for the stability ratio (SR) for all 
specimen-specific models; a sensitivity analysis was designed to test the changes due to 
variation in material properties as well as the scapular inclination. The material 
properties used in the FE model in chapter II and V were use based on a previous 
shoulder FEA study (E=10MPa).87 However, various studies report the cartilage young’s 
modulus properties between the range of 0.8 MPa to 10 MPa.87,100–104 So, in order to 
perform sensitivity analysis for the changes in material properties we ran simulations for 
one specimen-specific model at 60 glenohumeral abduction and neutral rotation with 
material property of 1 and 5MPa.  
 
Figure A7-1. Results of the Stability Ratio for Different Material Models 
Stability ratio results for the increasing size of the glenoid defect with three 
material models (E=1, 5, 10 MPa). The decreasing trend is same for SR with the 
increase in defect size; however, the material property influence the result as well.  
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Figure A7-2. Results for the Stability Ratio due to Variation in Scapula 
Inclination 
Results of the stability ratio for normal, anterior inclination of 3, and posterior 
inclination of 3 with increasing glenoid defect size at 60 abduction angle and 
neutral rotation. SR was dependent on inclination, but the decreasing slope was 
similar for each case. 
 
Changes in the material property lead to the different values for the SR (Figure 
A7-1). Although, these values were different the decreasing trends were same. Therefore, 
the FE model was able to predict the relative decrease in SR with increasing glenoid 
defect size. Moreover, these values were similar to the range seen for experimental data. 
In addition to material property, the inclination of the scapula was tested to measure its 
effect on SR. A 3 angle was chosen for both anterior and posterior tilt. This was based 
on the calculation of the inverse tangent of the 0.6mm error than can accumulate after 
MicroScribe digitization and the mean width of the scapula for 18 specimens, which was 
22.7mm. The posterior inclination of the scapula led to increase in the SR that could be 
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due to the increased resistance. However, the anterior inclination did not affect the SR as 
much. The results for the posterior inclination were also similar to those shown in a 
previous study.105 The decreasing trends were similar for all three inclinations tested 
(Figure A7-2).   
Furthermore, the results for the distance to dislocation (mm) were obtained for 
varying the material property of the cartilage. The change in material property did not 
affect the DTD much as the maximum difference was 2mm. Result for 5MPa and 10 MPa 
were almost same and the overall decreasing trend was same for all three cases (Figure 
A7-3). In addition, the variation in inclination did not affect the results for the distance to 
dislocation and the decrease was similar for all inclinations tested (Figure A7-4). So, the 
relative change in DTD due to increasing defect could be estimated by our FE model. 
 
Figure A7-3. Distance to Dislocation Results for Different Material Models 
Distance to dislocation results for the increasing size of the glenoid defect with 
three material models (E=1, 5, 10 MPa) at 60 abduction angle and neutral rotation. 
The decreasing trend was same for DTD with the increase in defect size. 
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Figure A7-4. Results for the Distance to Dislocation due to Variation in 
Scapula Inclination 
Results of the distance to dislocation for normal, anterior inclination of 3, and 
posterior inclination of 3 with increasing glenoid defect size at 60 abduction 
angle and neutral rotation. DTD decreased with increasing defect size for all three 
cases and differences among them were small. 
 
